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fUJITSU - PROVIDING A DIVERSE SELECTION OF 
FLAT PANEL DISPLAY SOLUTIONS. 

W ith over 30 years R&D experie nce in flat panel display 

technology, Fujitsu Microelectronics, Inc. delivers full -color, 

high-resolu tion f:lat panel displays at competitive prices. 

Fujitsu flat panel displays range from 1 0.4" LCDs to 42" 

ac-memory plasma displays, offering solutions for portable and 

non-portable applications. Advanced features, suc h as low 

power consumption, wide viewing a ngle, and high brightness 

address a broad range of applications in the notebook PC, 
industrial contro l, medical equipment, video entertainment, 

public info,·mation d isplay and financial transaction markets. 

If your information requiremen ts a t·e outgrowing youx djsplay, 

call Fujitsu today at 1-800-866-8608 or v is i t our web site at www.fujitsumicro.com. 

cP 
FUJITSU 

COMPUTERS, COMMUNICATIONS, MICROELECTRONICS 

~1996 FUJITSU MICROELECTRONICS. INC. All trademarks or registered lrademarks are Ihe property of tllelr respective holders. 
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Lessons from Black Friday 

I am writing this at the beginning of the 1996 holiday 
shopping season, which is, I wi ll mention for /D 's 
non-U.S. readers, a frenetic time here. The first day 
of that season - the Friday after Thanksgiving, which 
is always the last Thursday in November - is called 
"Black Friday" in the retailing trade. If you are a 
retailer, it 's a hopeful expression that the season will 
produce black ink. It may also suggest some of the 

paradoxical gloom many people feel in the midst of our overhyped seasonal jol
lity. 

Is there any useful display-related information to be gleaned from the welter 
of advertisements and four-color supplements we see at this time of the year, not 
to mention the occasional news stories that still manage to find a little space 
between the newspaper ads and TV commercials? Let's see. 

A New York City electronics discounter advertised a Samsung 13-in. "per
sonal video-game TV" with "hyper-amplified sound," "low-emission CRT ... 
safe for close-up viewing," stereo surround with built-in subwoofer, and 181-
channel tuner with dBx noise reduction. The accompanying photo showed large 
speaker "wings" on the set, each of which appeared to be nearly half the size of 
the set itself. 

The same discounter advertised Sony's new WebTVn 1 Intemet adaptor. 
"Access the Internet on your family TV. Built-in modem attaches to standard 
phone line. E-mail capability. Requires WebTVTM service. Remote." 

A story in the New York Times: "Embarrassed, France Halts Thomson Sale; A 
Deal With Daewoo Only Stirred Resentment. The French Government, bowing 
to a wave of Gallic pride touched off by its attempt to sell Thomson S.A., the 
heavily indebted, state-owned electronics company, to French and South Korean 
investors, temporarily suspended the entire plan today . . . The sales had been 
arranged for the symbolic price of one franc each . . . Lagardere [the designated 
French purchaser for the military and professional s ide of Thomson] said it 
would keep trying. 'The acquisition of Thomson remains a strategic objective 
for us.' ... Daewoo's chairman, Soon Hoon Bae, said he was 'shocked and scan
dalized ' by the suspension." 

In an EE Times story entitled "Intel aims to cut cost of multin1edia PC": "The 
fact that most consumers lack high-speed Internet connections is seen as a seri
ous roadblock to the mass deployment of truly interactive entertainments ... 
Here, satellites are seen as a potential savior. [Microsoft's Carl Stork] pointed 
to DirectPC, a satellite service from DirectTV and Microsoft that's just moving 
into the market." 

And, in late November, we finally saw the long-awaited compromise among 
the computer, consumer-electronics, and entertairunents industries that is paving 
the way for a terrestrial digital TV broadcast standard for the U.S. The "com
promise" was settled pretty much on the terms of the computer industry, but the 
TV folks may wind up as the biggest winners. 

An article in the New York Times quoted Intel's Andy Grove saying at 
Comdex that the computer industry "must look outside our own backyard for 
new users," and enter the TV business in "a warfor eyeballs ." The same article 
later quoted Gary Shapiro, head of the Consumer Electronics Manufacturers 

cominued on page 40 
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Since 1990, Man & Machine has been a leader 
in the highly specialized repair of flat panel dis
plays. Now internationally recognized, Man & 

Machine leads the handful of flat panel repair 
facilities in the world. 

• TAB Bond Rework 
• Surface-Mount Repairs 
• Polarizer Replacement 
• CCFT Replacements 

Our goal is to repair 70% of all displays 
sent to us. This gives us the highest 

repair yield in the industry. With highly trained 
technicians, repairs done in-house, and a complete 
inventory of parts, Man & Machine has fast turn
around, usually within 7 days. 

With the best quality, the highest yield and the 
fastest turnaround in the 
industry, the choice is sim
ple with Man & Machine. 

The Leader 
In Flat Panel 
Display Repairs 

3706 West Street • Landover, MD 20785 • USA • 301-341-4900 • Fax 301-341-4078 
Hengelosestraat 701 • 7500 CA Enschede • The Netherlands • 31-(0}53-4832205 
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The Street of Dreams ... 

by Aris Silzars 

Not more than a few days after I had put the finishing 
touches on my August column entitled, "Eventually 
HDTV Happened . . . ," and while vivid HDTV-like 
linages were still dancing in my head, I had the 
opportunity to visit Seattle's aru1t1al "Street of 
Dreams." What I saw in one of the homes there 

almost turned tllis event into a "Bad-and-Scary Dream Street." 
For a few very long minutes, while looking at the video projection system 

installed in a home theater, I had the sinking feeling that I was going to have to 
make an emergency call to Ken Werner (Information Display's esteemed editor
in-chief) and try to perform major last-minute surgery on my already-at-the
printer's colurru1. But, before I tell you what caused this moment of sweaty
palms panic, allow me to describe the setting. 

For those of you who may not have encountered a "Street of Dreams" ill your 
own city (which I suspect is highly likely for many of our non-U.S.A. readers), 
let me explait1 this itlterestmg home-building phenomenon. 

Each year, in the Seattle metropolitan area, the local home-builders associa
tion selects one street it1 a new housing development on which anywhere from 
eight to twelve new homes are constructed using (presumably) the latest archi
tectural concepts and construction methods. These houses are typically done in 
different styles and decorated in a variety of interesting "themes." Then, for a 
period of approximately six weeks during the nicest part of summer, people 
have the opportunity to tour these homes by paying an admission fee of typically 
eight to ten dollars. It has all the flavor of an adult version of a Disneyland 
theme park, without the rides. The Disneyland mood is reinforced by the long 
lines of people patiently waiting to have their chance to examine each architect's 
and decorator's dream theme. 

In order to do justice to this "Dream Street" concept, the houses are typically 
near the upper end of the home-price spectrum, it1corporating the newest gad
gets, and the decorating styles push the limits of what most people are likely to 
accept. In a few cases, I had to wonder if the decorators didn't develop their 
concepts in a dream after overly sumptuous meals- you know, the kind of 
dreams that start out all right and then get a bit weit·d. 

Some of these dream houses get sold even before the show opens, while oth
ers may sit unsold for months after. Tllis year's prices were in the $700,000 to 
$900,000 range without the fancy furniture and accessories: definitely above the 
affordabili ty index of most of the visitors. 

Although I always fit1d great entertaitm1ent in seeing how these displays of 
conspicuous consumption are implemented, my real interest in attending is that I 
have found these events to be good leading it1dicators of where video and audio 
technologies may be headed in the coming years. It allows one to do a real-life 
analysis of what may integrate well into future residential lifestyles - or what is 
likely to be a fad that will never find serious acceptance. 

A major and growing trend for the last several years has been the home the
ater. And it was in one of these that I had my moment of " Uh-oh, I think I've 
made a mistake!" As I walked into the darkened room and started observing the 

continued on page 36 
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Tap into our experience. Static charge can wreak havoc on yield, throughput, 

and product reliability. For nearly two decades, we've led the industry with real-world 

solutions to electrostatic problems facing high-technology companies. 

Tap into our team. And take advantage of the leading minds in particle and 

aerosol physics, atmospheric electrostatics, and electrical engineering. Our customers rely 

on Ion Systems to provide unsurpassed service and leading-edge products that 

consistently set new industry standards. 

Tap into our applications expertise. Find out how ionization can control static 

charge in your ultraclean environment. It's not just product delivery that sets us apan, 

it's knowing how and where ionization will be most effective in your process. 

Tap into the ionization resource. Tap into Ion Systems. 

Find out more at 800-367-2452 or 510-548-3640 
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Our technology is your advantage. 
Remaining competitive in today's rapidly expanding Flat Panel Display (FPD) marlcet requires more than just 

an international presence. More importantly, it requires the ability to use production equipment effectively. Plus 

an unwavering commitment to responsive customer service and support. Intevac delivers on all accounts. 

FPD cassette-to-cassette (Rapid Thermal Processing) for media. Intevac at a glance. 

production equipment that System significantly improves Put our superior technology Intevac RTP Systems .. . 

specializes 1nllnpirl TIILTmnl 

increases productivity. throughput, device performance, to work for you. Processinq/ilnrwnlinq 51/olems 

Intevac's innovative FPD and processing line efficiencies. To find out how Intevac's for use 111 S<'l' wl siCl<J<'S O/ FPD 

mwmJoctunng wul r~search. 

production equipment gives you A worldwide leader in advanced proprietary technology, experi- Intevac Vacuum Systems ... 

a competitive edge. For example, production sputtering systems. ence and process capabilities clc siqn . ., mul rnmn!Jnu ures 

our new D-STAR1M Sputtering Formed in 1991 with a primary can help improve your FPD 
(1(/mncerl ·'flilllellll!/ ol/.\lcnts .for 

FPD nncl Multi Clup Modules. 

System is a large format cluster focus on thin film technology manufacturing, call today and and(or /wnl <fisk stomgc merlia. 

tool for flat panel substrates, applications, Intevac is a global talk to one of our applications 
Intevac Advanced Technology ... 

<il v ·lops n 'It' It rhnoloqies {or 

which offers high throughput company comprised of leading- specialists. We'll provide you arlmncerl sensors wul applim· 

operation, exceptional process edge equipment manufacturing with complete technical 
I lOll.'> /or 111111 Jilm matenals nnrl 

process ''i, 

flexibility, superior source organizations, and is the world's information on our innovative Intevac Fabrication Center ... 

utilization, and low particulate leading supplier of high-volume FPD production equipment. 
S[I('CIIIIIZI'S in t/i" IJIWIII/mlure qJ 

high LYU11Wn mulullrn /ufi/i tYlLltwn 

levels. In addition, lntevac's RTP production sputtering systems chwn/JI•r.s wul comportCIIIS. 

lntevac, Inc. , 3550 Bassett Street, Santa Clara, CA 95054 Tel: 408.986.9888 Fax: 408.988 8145 Email: fpd@intevac.com 
(1 1996 lntt\-ac, Inc. D-SfAA is a U':ldtmart of lntC\"3t, Inc. All rtgbts resm-m. 
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Follow The Leader In 
Flat Panel Display Solutions 

All American offers complete 
solutions for all of your flat panel 
display needs, and the leading edge 
technology to support those needs. From 
individual displays to complete assemblies, 
All American has your solutions: 

• Display Kits for quick design-in 
• Cable Assemblies for quick installation 
• Digital and Analog Controllers 
• PanelLink"'/LVDS Controllers 
• Enclosures & Mounting Arms 
• Touchscreens 
• Character Modules 

ISO 9002 
CERTIFIED 
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UNIFORM 
LIGHTING 

Uniformity better 
than 90%. COMPATIBILITY 

Compatible with existing Inverter 
and dimming circuit. 

Brightness exceed1ng 10,000 fL 
(34,000 CdfM2) is typical with a 

Thomas Flat-Lamp. 
COMPACT AND RUGGED

RESISTANT TO 
SHOCK AND VIBRATION 

Thomas Flat-Lamps employ 
a ceramic sealed to a 

glass plate to form a solid 
lamp body. 

Flat surfaces provide good 
thermal contact and large 
contact area between the 
lamp body and heaters or 

CERAMIC IS DYNAMIC 
Thermal expansion coeffi
cient (TEC) of the ceramic 
substrate matches that of 

the glass faleplate. The 
mechanical strength of 

ceramic substrates is greater 
than that of soft glass 

allowing minimum thickness. 

heat sinks. 

FROM UNDER 1' 
TO OVER 12.1" 

Available in many 
sizes. For larger displays, 
lamp substrate can b e 

tiled into arrays. 

IDEAL FOR MILITARY, 
AVIONIC, AND VEHICLE APPLICATIONS 

For many areas of LCD backlighting 
from military to commercial applications, 

Thomas Flat-Lamps bring full sunlight 
readability to your LCD's. 

+ ...... THIN IS IN 
~ Thomas 

Flat -Lamps are typi
cally 0.25" thick. 

STRONG SUPPORTING RIBS 
Thickness of banier ribs is 0.25' -
0.30'. Width of non-illumination 
area at the edge is 0.05'. The 

strength of ceramic makes such 
compact geometry possible. 

YOU' LL LOVE OUR 
BACKSIDE 

Electrodes placed in 
ceramic ports on backside 
of ceramic plate maximize 
effective illumination area 

in minimal volume. 

Lamps with specific size, phosphor 
and cathodes can be made to meet 
a wide range of engineering require-

ments. Additional options include 
thin film heater coating, laminated 

diffuser, EM! shielding, potted leads 
and connectors, and bonded heat 

sink and mounting flanges. 

LONG LIFE 
Life expectancy is ~::o'=~C'" 

more than 
20,000 hours. 

HOT AND COLD 
RUNNING CATHODES -r----- Hot Cathodes are typical in larger lamps 

for lower operating voltages. Cold Cathodes 
are typical in smaller lamps, offering 

extremely long life. 

NO NEED FOR 
BULKY OPTICS 
Discharge flows 
across entire 

lamp face reduc
ing need for light 

d iffusing and eliminat
ing bulky reflector plate. 

COST 
EFFECTIVENESS 

Soft (pre-fired) 
ceramic machin
ing is a fast and 

economical 
method of fabri

cation. 

FOR LCD BACKLIGHTING, THOMAS FLAT~LAMPS® 
OFFER MANY UNIQUE ADVANTAGES 

Thomas Flat-Lamp's unique thin ceramic 
lamp body eliminates problems associ
ated with other LCD backlights. 

The ceramic substrate can be rapid ly 

fabricated using conventional machine 
tools with precision tolerance. Tooling 
and set-up costs are minimal. Thomas 

Flat-Lamps provide better uniformity 

due to compact spacing between adja
cent discharge channels. Discharge length 

and unique HG vapor cont rol feature 

guarantee high luminous efficiency. 
Non-useful area is minimized, espe

cially at the borders for an ultra com
pact design. But, while revolutionary in 

structure, Thomas Flat-Lamps employ 
conventional cathodes, phosphors, and 

protective coatings successfully proven 
in the lamp industry over many years. 

You won't need to change your opera-

tiona I voltages or currents to enjoy the bene

fits of Thomas' Flat-Lamp technology. We 

offer the same cathodes (hot or cold ) and 
the same d ischarge parameters you are 
using with conventional tubular lamps. 

For complete details on Thomas Flat-Lamps 

and other Thomas products, contact Thomas 
Electronics, Inc., I 00 Riverview Drive, Wayne, N J 

07470. Tel: (201) ff)6- 5200, Fax: (201) (f)6 - 8298, 

or Internet: www.thomaselectronics.com 

THOMAS FLAT-LAMPS BACKLIGHTS TO THE FUTURE 

THOMAS ELECTRONICS 
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Thick Dielectrics Give EL a New Spin 

Screen-printable high-k materials enable economical 
and high-performance electrolwninescent structures. 

by Don Carkner 

C OMMERCIAL EL PRODUCTS have taken a 
variety of forms since Destriau 's work on ZnS 
in 1936launched the modern era of electrolu
minescent (EL) technology. Among these 
have been ac powder, de powder, de thin film, 
and ac thin fi lm. All of these technologies 
huve inherent advantages and disadvantages 
that define the markets they are able to 
address. Now, products have entered the mar
ket based on a new EL variation: thick-die lec
tric EL (TDEL) displays and light sources. 

The sole producer of these devices is The 
Westaim Corporation of Fort Saskatchewan, 
Alberta, Canada- an area known primari ly 
for its natural resources and agricultural 
industries. The company began developing its 
EL technology in the summer of 1991 when 
Xingwei Wu realized it might be possible to 
expand an existing thick-film hybrid-circuit 
project into displays. In September 1996, the 
first commercial panels rolled out of a new 
production faci lity. In the intervening 5 years, 
a complete manufacturing process had been 
developed, from bare substrate to electronics 
and packaging. The resulting product line 
includes monochrome and red-green (RG, 
also called "multicolor") quarter-VGA (320 x 

240) panels in a 120-mm-diagonal format, as 
well as large-pixel numeric, alphanumeric, 
matrix, and fixed-format displays (Fig. 1). 

Do11 Carkner is TDEL Displays Applications 
Engineer at The Westaim C01poration, 1010 
114th St., Fort Saskatchewan, Alberta, 
Canada T8L 3W4; telephone 403/992-5320; 
fax: 403/992-5325; e-mail: dcarkner@viridi
aninc.com. 
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Worldwide sales of EL were about $100 
million in 1995- not much compared to the 
$10 bill ion market for a ll flat panels, but EL 
sales are growing faster than the flat-panel 
market as a whole- 20% compound annual 
growth rate (CAGR) compared to 15%. The 
hul k of EL's growth has occurred in the 
industrial, medical, and instrumentation sec
tors, where its ruggedness, wide temperature 
range, wide viewing angle, high brightness, 
fast response, and long life are highly valued. 

Processed through Thick and Thin 
The key to the TDEL structure is the use of a 
proprietary combination of screen-printed 

thick films, sol-gel processing, and vacuum
deposited thin fi lms. TDEL technology uti 
li zes essentially the same structure as the 
well-known ac thin-film panels, but with a 
few important exceptions. 

First, the s ubstrate is ceramic, typically 
96% alumina, instead of glass. This material 
is widely used in the hybrid-circuit industry, 
so it is readily available. While alumina is 
more expensive (at $ 0. 10 a square inch) than 
glass s ubstrates, it allows higher-temperature 
processes to be used. 

Second, one of the dielectric layers is a 
screen-printed high-dielectric-constant (or 
high-k) material based on PbNb20 6, BaTi0 3, 

The Westaim Corporation 

Fig. 1: Thick-dielectric electroluminescent (TDEL) displays- the new technology on the EL 
block- are now being produced in monochrome and multicolor (red-green) varieties. 

0362-0972/97/ 1302-010$ 1.00 + .00 © SiD 1997 



Thin Film Dielectric -
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Thick Film Dielectric -

Metal Electrodes 

Alumina Substrate-

Fig. 2: TDEL displays use an "inverted" structure in which the emitted light travels away from 
the substrate rather than through it. The first two layers - the metal electrodes and thick-film 
dielectric- are screen-printed. 

or a s imilar material. (These materials are 
well-known in hybrid-circuit manufacturing, 
where they are used to make capacitors in 
multichlp modules.) 

These two differences result in a display 
with some unique characteristics. 

Making a TDEL 
As can be seen from the structural schematic 
of a typical device, TDEL displays use an 
"inverted" stmcture in which the emitted light 
travels away from the substrate rather than 
through it (Fig. 2). The first two layers - the 
metal electrodes and thick-fi lm dielectric - are 
screen-printed. Screen printing is well-suited 
to display fabrication because it is inexpen
sive, has high yield, and is applicable to large 
areas. But a glass substrate would not survive 
the firing profiles of the screen-printed materi
als, so an alumina substrate, which is capable 
of withstanding very-high-temperature pro
cessing, is substituted. 

After the metal electrode has been put 

for thin-film deposition. A thin-film phosphor 
(the well-known ZnS:Mn for monochrome 
and RG displays), a thin-film dielectric, and 
the upper transparent electrodes complete the 
device. 

This structure pennits the thin fi lms to ben
efit from perfom1ance-enhancing heat treat-
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ments at higher temperatures than a glass sub
strate would allow. Rapid thermal processing 
(RTP), which is meant to heat the stack more 
than the substrate, is not required, so simple 
fumace annealing can be used. When all the 
films are finished, the colun1Jls are defined by 
laser scribing, and the display is sealed with 
plain glass for monochrome or a pre-patterned 
color filter on glass for RG. 

The use of screen printing for some of the 
layers of the stack significantly simplifies the 
manufacturing process. Because of the 
die lectric's thickness, the danger of particulate 
defects is significantly reduced. And because 
of the dielectric's high breakdown strength, 
the potential for pinhole-related breakdowns 
in the thin films is eliminated. These inherent 
advantages result in higher yield and lower 
capital equipment costs because one can use 
less-expensive air ha11dli ng and filtration sys
tems and because screen printers can be sub
stituted for vacuum systems. 

Performance 
The operation of the TDEL device resembles 
that of thin-film EL. TDEL is driven with a 
symmetric ac wavefonn. Once the peak volt
age of that waveform is high enough, elec-
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down and pattemed, ru1d the thick-dielectric 
screen printing is complete, the surface is too 
rough for thin-film deposition. To planarize 
the thick-film/th in-fi lm interface, sol-gel pro
cessing - or metal-organic decomposition 
(MOD) - is used. In this process, a metal
organic solution is applied in the liquid phase, 
then ftred to create a lead zirconimn titanate 
(PZT) ceramic. The MOD material fills in the 
voids between the relatively large particles of 
the thick film and provides a smooth surface 

Voltage (V) 

Fig. 3: TDEL devices can produce substantia/luminance at very respectable luminous efficien
cies. It is possible to attain a pixel L40 (luminance at40 Vabove threshold) of600 cd/m2 at 30 
Hz. 
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EL displays 

trans begin to flow back and forth through the 
phos phor, exciting the dopants. When the 
dopants relax to their ground state, they emit a 
photon of light. 

The dielectric layers ensure that the de cur
rent is limited to levels that will not damage 
the stmcture. The thick-dielectric material 
provides excellent breakdown strength and a 
natural self-healing characteristic. (Break
downs create a hole in the stack, but the 
dielectric is thick enough to prevent propaga
tion.) Consequently, the phosphor can be 
driven quite aggressively, if required. 

TDEL devices can produce substantial 
luminance at very respectable luminous effi
c iencies (Fig. 3). Pixel L40 (luminance at 40 
V above threshold) of 600 cd/m2 at 30 Hz is 
attainable. The high-k dielectric maximizes 
the portion of the applied voltage that is 
applied to the phosphor, producing a steep 
L/V curve with relatively modest high-modu
lation saturation. 

Measurements done by independent labs 
on single-pixel devices confirm that the 
monochrome TDEL structure can exhibit 
luminous efficiencies of more than 7 lmfW. 

The Westaim Corporation 

Fig. 4: TDEL technology can be used in markets where EL is no/traditionally applied, such as 
very-large high-brightness modules for multi-segment and fixed-format displays. 

In an addressed panel , the total power-conver
sion efficiency (including electronics) is 1-2 
lm/W, depending on the luminance and type 
of drive circuitry used. 

In addition to its beneficial electrical char
acteristics, the thick-f!lm dielectric provides 
some optical advantages. Because the thick
film layer is somewhat absorbing and is not 
optically flat , wave-guiding within the stack is 

prevented. This means that "blooming" - the 
apparent increase in the size of a bright ON 
pixel because light "leaks" from the ON pixel 
to adjacent OFF pixels - is minimized. TDEL 
displays have extremely sharp, crisp transi
tions. 

This type of processing is not without 
drawbacks, however. The thick-dielectric 

From Fertilizer to Flat Panels 
The Westairn Corporation grew out of a cooperative effort between the governments 

of Alberta and Canada, and Viridian Inc., a large fertilizer producer with a background in 
refined nickel and cobalt products. In 1990, these three players launched the Westaim 
Initiative, the objective of which was to take advantage of Viridian 's advanced materials 
experience to develop high-technology businesses in Alberta. Now an independent, pub
licly owned company, Westairn develops, commercial.izes, produces, and markets prod
ucts based on advanced industrial materials. 

Westaim 's portfolio of products includes biomedical coatings for burn-wound dress
ings, structural and electronic ceramics, industrial pipe coatings, fine metal powders, 
and battery materials - as well as EL displays. Westaim's market capital ization is about 
$240 million, and its approximately 440 employees are deployed at locations which 
include its headquarters in Fort Saskatchewan, Alberta; production facilities in Leduc, 
Alberta, and Manchester, U.K.; and marketing offices in Edmonton, London, and 
Amsterdam. 

- Don Carlmer 
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stack does not lend itself well to very-high
resolution appl ications. Since the dielectric is 
quite thick, small geometries approach.iug the 
stack thickness lead to significant field distor
tion at electrode edges, which results in the 
partial lighting of adjacent pixels. Because of 
this, TDEL panels are limited to sub-pixel 
pitches of about 0.1 mm, or 250 I pi, which is 
not fine enough for head-up-display or 
viewfinder applications. 

Another characteristic of TDEL teclmology 
is that the high-k dielectric imparts an unusu
ally high active capacitance. The passive, or 
OFF, capacitance of the panel is determined 
mainly by the thin films, but when the phos
phor begins to conduct in high fields, it is the 
thick-film-dielectric capacitor that must be 
charged. Because q = CV, a high capacitance 
means higher charge transfer per voltage 
increment. Since the phosphor is in series 
with the dielectric, it sees the same high level 
of charge transfer, resulting in high device 
efficiency. 

Unfortunately, this high charge transfer 
translates to a high current demand on the 
panel drivers, which were designed for thin
film technology in which the active-to-passive 
capacitance ratio is smaller. Initially, this 
impeded commercialization because it 



required the development of specialized 
drivers. Fortunately, the TDEL panel can be 
driven at a lower voltage than thin-film EL 
devices, so the overall power dissipation in 
the chi ps need not increase dramatically. 

The White at the End of the Tunnel 
A major obstacle to the penetration of EL 
teclmology into broader markets has been the 
absence of a phosphor that provides bright, 
stable, blue light. The common ZnS :Mn 
phosphor can be filtered to obtain red and 
green, but without a blue component it is not 
possible to obtain either a white light or a true 
full-color display. In recent years, a number 
of host materials - most notably SrS and 
SrGa2S~ - and structures have been used in 
prototypes to produce full color, but no com
mercial product has yet appeared on the mar
ket. 

The increased luminance and efficiency 
offered by the TDEL structure can be used to 
enhance the petformance of known blue-emit
ting phosphors. In addition, the high-tempera
ture capability of the structure makes it possi
ble to investigate other phosphor systems that 
require deposition or rumealing conditions that 
a glass substrate would not withstand. White
pixel L~0's of over 350 cdlm2 at 60Hz, with 
CIE coordi nates of 0.40, 0.43, have been 
achieved. Tltis has encouraged Westaim's 
R&D team to focus on color-phosphor devel
opment since the commissioning of the pro
duction facility for monochrome and RG pan
els. Westaim plans to introduce a conunercial 
fu ll-color product based on the color-by-white 
approach by the end of 1997. 

New Markets f01· EL 
The screen-printed dielectric layer in a TDEL 
device is about two orders of magnitude 
thicker than a thin-fi lm dielectric, which 
makes the dielectric process relatively insensi
tive to particulate defects under a few microns 
in s ize. Together with the high breakdown 
strength and self-healing properties of the 
material, this feature makes it possible fo r 
TDEL teclmology to be used in markets 
where EL is not traditionally applied: very
large high-brightness modules for multi-seg
ment and fixed-format displays (Fig. 4). 

The four-digit numeric display with 90-mm 
characters shown in the figure produces about 
1000 cdlm2 (unfiltered) when driven at 160 V 
and 40Hz. As previously mentioned, the 
bright yellow light can be filtered to produce 

red or green displays, or for increased con
trast. Because there is no need for a high 
level of multiplexing, these displays can be 
refreshed at higher rates to obtain increased 
luminance. (Light output is roughly linear 
with refresh rate up to about 500 Hz.) In 
addition, because discrete components can be 
substituted for integrated drivers in this type 
of application, there is little constraint on the 
voltage or current levels used, which allows 
the overall luminance to be increased further 
when needed. These displays are being sold 
into the transportation sector for train and bus 
destination indicators and station information 
boards; into the commercial sector for weigh 
stations, auction houses, and decorative uses; 
and into industrial sectors that require sunlight 
readability and long-distance legibility. 

Looking Forward 
EL displays have ridden a roller coaster of 
expectations, from visions of ubiquity in the 
50s and 60s, through the relative exile of the 
70s, and now to the reserved optimism of the 
80s and 90s. Markets for high-information
content thin-film EL displays are well-estab
lished and growing rapidly, and there are now 
potential new growth areas in larger-fom1at 
signage and color displays. EL may be a rela
tively small slice of the flat-panel-display pie, 
but it now seems to be a very tasty one. • 
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The Smart Choice 
in High Speed 

Video Generators 

• 

ASTRO VG-829 
Dot Clock to 440MHz 

256 Levels at all 
Frequencies 

50175 (ohm) Source 
Impedance 

Fully Programmable 
Patterns 

Operable directly from 
a PC 

If you need the highest performance 
available on the market, you need the 
Astra VG-829. It gives you a fullS bit 
resolution at any pixel frequency. 

The engineering, production and 
testing of medical and surveillance 
displays with resolutions beyond 
2Kx2K demands "lifelike" simula
tion- The Astro VG-82 9 sets the 
standard. A 3 -year warranty assures 
you our excellent reliability. 

Make the Smmt Cboice ... 
Contact TEAM. 

Call 1-800-338-1981 or visit us at 
http://www. team-systems.com 
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Small Is Hot 

If people thought very small displays could be the long-awaited 
"leapfrog technology," wouldn't they be excited? They are. 

by Susan S. Eustes 

A NEW INDUSTRY is emerging in 
flat-panel displays: an industry based on 
miniature electronic displays built upon sili
con chips. These displays are so small that 
they are commercially worthless without mag
nifying optics or some means of projection. 
But when correctly magnified or projected, 
miniature displays - also known as "virtual 
displays" - have the ability to change the way 
people view and retrieve information. 

"An entire range of new products is possi
ble with this technology," said Mark Hand
schy, president of Displaytech, Inc., maker of 
ferroelectric liquid-crystal (FLC) miniature 
displays (Fig. 1) . 

Phillip Alvelda, president of the MicroDis
play Corporation, puts it this way: "Our cus
tomers will Literally put displays where no dis
plays have ever gone before." MicroDisplay 
is developing miniaturized liquid-crystal dis
plays (LCDs) that use triads of diffraction 
gratings to produce color. 

As with most display technologies, minia
ture displays first produced low-resolution 
monochrome images. These first-generation 
devices, however, are rapidly giving way to 
more refined displays that produce high-reso
lution full-color itnages. Many of the minia
ture-display companies are accomplishing this 
feat with a rather broad range of proprietary 
teclmologies. 

Susan S. Eustes is a freelance writer and 
business-communications consultant located 
at 9764 North Iris Street, Westminster, CO 
80021; telephone 303/424-8480; fax: 
303/456-5451. Displaytech, Inc., is one of her 
clients . 
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Under development for several years, 
miniature displays are moving beyond the 
"interestit1g teclmology" stage and into the 
conunercial realm, where they are finding 
their place in portable communications 
devices, computing tools, and toys. Figments 
of prorl11c t rif".-;igners ' fevererl imag iniltions 

such as portable web browsers capable of dis
playing fu ll pages of text and graphics, cellu
lar telephones that can be used for video con
ferences, and head-motmted display systems 

no bigger and no more obtrusive than a pair of 
eyeglasses - are becoming realities with 
miniature displays. 

Shorter, Lower, Narrower 
In electronics, everything gets smaller except 
the rli splay . This truism has limite r\ rles igners 

in their efforts to produce a full range of 
portable communications, computing, and 
entertainment devices. But now, high-resolu
tion color miniature displays capable of repro-

Displaylech, Inc. 

F ig. 1: Mittiature displays will make possible a number of new products in computing and 
communications. Shown is an artist 's conception. 
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Reflection Technology, Inc. 

F ig. 2: Reflection TechJ1ology·s Fax View- a portable paperless fax machine that connects to a 
cellular or landline telephone and stores and displays faxes - incorporates the company's LED
based miniature display. 

clueing graphics and video promise to resolve 
this dilemma. No longer will a consumer 
have to choose between a large colorful dis
play and a small truly portable product. The 
resulting product-development opportunities 
could be a boon for the portable communica
tions and computing industries. 

Besides the obvious advantages of being 
very lightweight and small, miniature displays 
are also touted as consuming very little power. 
Displaytech, for exan1ple, uses reflective illu
mination for its displays, which eliminates the 
absorption of light inherent in most backlit 
AMLCDs. According to Displaytech, a stan
dard AMLCD transmits about 8% of the light 
produced by its fluorescent backlight and 
wastes the other 92%. Thus, AMLCDs on 
laptop computers generally require 2-4 W of 
power compared to 0.2 W for Displaytech 's 
reflective miniature display. 

Micron Display estimates a 9-V battery will 
operate its 0.7-in. color field-emission display 
(FED) for 44 hours. In comparison, the com
pany estimates the same type of battery will 
operate a 0.5-in. CRT for 4.9 hours and a 0.5-
in. backlit AMLCD for 8.8 hours. 

The fa te of miniature displays would seem 
to be inextricably linked to the future of 

portable electronics, so part of the excitement 
in the miniature-display industry stems from 
market-research results that predict rapidly 
growing increases in the use of portable com
puting and communications devices. World 
Market Strategies, a market-development 
company, has identified portable computing 
and communications as a major area of mar
ket development. The company, which seeks 
to bring together users and producers of 
portable computing and communications 
devices, began its market-development efforts 
with a PDA Forum in January 1995. The 
event drew 300 people. 

Since then, World Market Strategies has 
divided its PDA Forum into four industry seg
ments- utility, health care, transportation, and 
public safety - each of which draws 300-400 
participants. 

The potential of personal information tools 
will not be realized, however, with three-line 
displays, text-only displays, or even miniature 
graphic monochrome displays. If there is 
going to be a revolution in highly portable 
devices, we need miniature high-resolution 
color displays capable of displaying text, 
graphics, and video. 

Early Applications Hit the Market 
Companies large and small are getting into 
the miniature-display business. Some are 
developing miniature displays that can be sold 
to OEMs for incorporation into their new 
products. Other companies are plruming to 
build commercial products with their own 
technology. 

Reflection Technology, Inc., has fabricated 
a miniature display based on arrays of light
emitting diodes (LEOs) and is building its 
business around wireless communications. 
The company has already released its fust 
miniature-display product: Fax View, a hand
held paperless fax machine (Fig. 2). Reflec
tion Technology products are used in Nin
tendo's Virtual Boy, and the company has 
announced strategic relationships with 
Motorola and Nokia. 

Kopin Corporation produces a high-resolu
tion SMART SLIDE™ miniature imaging 
device, a miniature AMLCD using single
crystal-silicon thin-film-transistor arrays. 
Forte Technologies, Inc., a Kopin subsidiary, 
is uuiltliug he::atl-muunted virtual-reality (VR) 
systems for the personal-computer and enter
tainment markets using Kopin's display. 
Kopin has also announced it is developing a 
display for military applications. 

Virtual i-0 made its name by building VR 
game headsets using electroluminescent dis
plays. Although these early headsets had lim
itations, this pioneering work in miniature
display technology was largely responsible for 
whetting the public's appetite for miniature
display products. Now, Virtual i-0 is 
making 8-oz. headsets us ing standard 0.7-in. 
AMLCDs. 

Perhaps the most advanced and most publi
cized miniature-display teclmology to date is 
Texas lnstn unents' Digital Light Process
ing™ (DLP™) technology. DLP technology 
uses hundreds of thousands of digitally con
trolled tiltable micromirrors to reflect light 
from a projection lamp directly onto the 
screen in a pattern of bright and dark pixels. 
Several companies have created projection 
products using TI's DLP (Fig. 3). Electro
home Ltd. has produced an all-digital projec
tor for professional display applications such 
as large conference rooms, auditoriums, 
churches, and entertainment venues. 
Proxima® Corporation has produced a desktop 
projector weighing 26 lbs. that has been 
designed for mobile presentations and multi
departmental use. 
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miniature displays 

The Thorns on the Roses 
Miniature displays are not without their prob
lems. The magnifying optics used in hand
held products - such as Reflection Technol
ogy's portable telefax receiver- have to be 
held close to the eye, which many people find 
aJUloying. 

An issue with head-mounted displays is the 
need to maintain peripheral vision. Do you 
want to be able to look around the room when 
using a head-mounted display? Can only 
touch typists make good use of a head
mounted display for laptops, or will there be a 
way for users to see the keyboard? Motion 
s iclmess is another issue for users of head
mounted displays - especially when they are 
used with systems designed for YR. And sim
ple eyestrain may be an issue for appl ications 
requiring extensive use of these displays. 

For most miniature displays used in projec
tors, issues such as brightness, portability, and 
cost remain. With the exception of TI's 
reflective DLP, the projected image is not 
nearly as bright as that of a standard slide pro
jector; for good viewing, a ruum Ita::; tu be 
kept so dark that convenient note taking is 
precluded. Generally weighing in at 17- 20 
Jbs. - although some newer models are in the 
10-Jb. range - portable projectors are not yet 
sufficiently light in weight for true portability. 
And desktop projectors based on small dis
plays currently cost about $10,000 each, a 
prohibitive price for broad consumer accep
tance. 

An even more pressing issue is whether 
manufacturers have the ability to produce 
cost-competitive miniature displays. The 
major cost in producing a miniature display is 
usually the price of the sili con backplane. 
The smaller a manufacturer can make the dis
play, the more displays he can produce from a 
single silicon wafer and the lower the cost will 
be. 

The arithmetic is simple, but the issue isn' t. 
The problem lies with the yield from each 
wafer. Yield is lost both in processing the 
wafer and in building a display on top of each 
chi p on the wafer. So even with a strong 80% 
yield from the wafer and an 80% yield from 
the display processing, the total yield from the 
original silicon backplane is only 64%. 

David Mentley, display analyst at Stanford 
Resources, says that to penetrate a very large 
commercial market, miniature displays must 
be available to OEMs for under $25 . If he's 
right, a low-cost manufacturing capability 
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Tl Digilal Imaging 

Fig. 3: Texas Instruments' three-chip engine provides OEMs with the highest luminance avail
able from a DLP-based projection subsystem. Here the lens has been removed to show the 
prism that combines the images from the red, green, and blue digital micromirror display 
(DMD) chips for projection. 

could be the criterion that separates successful 
from unsuccessful miniature-display produc
ers. 

Beyond these issues lies the marketing ele
ment. "Technology throughout history is not 
readily accepted," says Jon Covington, presi
dent of World Market Strategies and PDA, 
Inc. "We have to train people to accept it, 
grasp it, and love it. " 

Case Study 
Under development at Displaytech are its 
ChronoColorTM miniature displays, which are 
reflective active-matrix FLC color miniature 
displays with resolutions up to 1280 x 1040 
pixels. The company has built prototypes of 
256 x 256, 640 x 480, and I 280 x 1024 dis
plays which measure less than 0.5 in. diago
nally. Named for its ability to produce 
sequential color, tl1e CluonoColorTM is one of 
the new generation of miniature displays that 
achieves both the high resolution and color 
quality now standard in large electronic dis
plays. 

FLCs are known for their fast switching: 
they can turn a pixel ON or OFF in roughly 

35 J.!Sec. The reflec ti ve sequential color is 
produced by turning red, green, and blue LED 
frontlights on in rapid sequence. There are no 
color polarizers or other devices that absorb 
light. The approach produces full field
sequential color on every pixel, and eliminates 
the reduction in apparent resolution inherent 
with color subpixels. The overall switching 
speed is easily sufficient for the production of 
video images. 

The ChronoColorTM display incorporates a 
thin layer of FLC material in contact with a 
custom-made CMOS silicon chip. On the 
chip are metal pads - or mirrors - that fom1 
each pixel. The FLC material serves as a 
shutter to control whether or not the light pro
vided by the LEDs is reflected from the mir
ror. The simpl icity of the CMOS design and 
the characteristics of the FLC material allow 
for extremely small pixels - Jess than 8 J.IITI -
on the display chip. 

Because the light comes from the front of 
the display, a larger portion of the display sur
face can be used for light control than is pos
sible with transmissive displays, where a sub
stantial portion of the display surface is taken 



up by ciJ"cuitry. The aperture ratio of the 
ChTonoColorTM is 75 %, which compares with 
a typical value of 35% for miniature color 
AMLCDs. 

Displaytech expects conun ercial production 
of ChronoColorTM displays to begin by late 
swnmer 1997. Meanwhile, the company is 

selling developers ' kits consisting of a VGA 
miniature d isplay, optics, and drive electron
ics. This display can plug into any VGA pmt. 

Displaytech is in the process of finalizing 
its commercial manufacturing process. While 
declining to conunent on exact production 
costs, Haviland Wright, CEO, states that 
Displaytech will be able to produce its 
ChTonoColorTM d isplays at a cost that will 
allow OEMs to produce display products 
which are "at least competitive" with those on 
the market today. Fulfill ing that pledge is 
essential if Displaytech 's promising technol
ogy is to prosper in the marketplace. The 
same is true fo r the miniature-display industry 

as a whole. • 

Internet Consulting 
and 

Database Research 

Get on the "Net." Training, lec
tures, Web sites, and consulting 
by the former Executive Director 
of the Internet Society. Visit the 
SID homepage at 

http:ffwww.sid.org 

Database research. Patent 
Searches, Technical Literature, 
Competitive Analysis, Market 
Research, Demographics 

H.L. Funk Consulting 
7 Diane Court 

Katonah, NY 1 0536 
Telephone/Fax: 914-232-3530 

E-mail: 
consult@ hlfunk.com 
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Gamma Scientific's new RadOMAcam gives you absolute accuracy in display 
measurement. Featuring a unique, patent-pending AVS viewing system and 
polarization de-coupling, RadOMAcam combines state-of-the-art electronics with 
sophisticated camera technology. It works by superimposing an image of the 
exact measurement aperature area onto the display image. You see exactly what 
you're measuring. No polarization. No shadowing. No inaccuracy. 

RadOMAcam comes with Windows ™-based spectral control and analysis 
software, and is ideal for CRT, LCD, and flat panel display applications. 

For error-free spot measurement, call Gamma Scientific today, ask for our 
brochure and pricing at 1.aoo.&37·2758. 

(j) Gamma Scientific, 8581 Aero Drive, San Diego, CA 921 23 
,. 619/279-8034 • (FAX) 619/576-9286 
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Palomar Products IS the solution. 

• A patented self-leveling thermode (SlT) bonding head that 
eliminates coplanarity issues • Dual video cameras that facili
tate precise alignment and accommodate virtually any size 
display panel - plus a range of other applications • Industry 
standard, time-at-temperature power supplies that ensure reli
able bonding parameters • Plus the applications engineering 
support to help you design the anisotropic film bonding solu
tion that's ideal to make the connections you want! 

We've set the industry standards in anisotropic film bonding 
equipment for over five years - and we continue to offer the 
most advanced technology available today. 

C it-cle no. 11 

ForToday's 
Anisotropic 
Film Bonding 
Applications 

You Have To Be 
Well Connected 

For more information, 
contact the Applications 

Engineering Department, 
Pa lomar Products, Inc., 

TODAY at 6 19-93 1-3622, 
Fax: 619-93 1-5 191. You ca n 

also vis it our Website at 
www.palpro.com. 

PALOMAR PRODUCTS, INC. 
ASSEM BLY & TEST PRODUCTS 
2051 PALOMAR AIRPORT ROAD 
CAIILSeAD, CA 92009 



Italian Economy Cloudy; SMAU Sunny 

The sun shone on Milan, SMA U, and an IT market that was booming 
despite an unsettled forecast for the Italian economy as a whole. 

by Bryan Norris 

O NCE AGAlN, fme weather helped 
Milan 's prestigious International Information 
and Communications Technology Exhibition 
draw another record attendance: 387,000 visi
tors for this 33rd running of the event from 
October 18-22, 1996- up 37% from 1995. 

The SMAU show, as it is uruversally 
known, is the second-largest IT exhlbition in 
Europe, with the booths of 2300 exhibitors 
occupying 79,000 m2 in 20 of the halls of the 
permanent Fiera site. The numerous confer
ences taking place during the show attracted 
around 7500 participants. 

In character, SMAU is decidedly and enjoy
ably Italian. But the presence of visitors, offi
cial delegations, or national pavilions from 
Annen.ia, Brazil, Canada, China, Deimlark, 
France, Greece, Hong Kong, India, Russia, 
Switzerland, Taiwan, Turkey, Ukraine, the 
U.K., and the U.S.A. served as conclusive 
proof of SMAU's international importance. 
Despite reports of the slowing down and uncer
tainty of the Italian economy, and the threat of 
new taxes, exhibitors at the show were nearly 
all enthusiastic about a booming IT market -
especially from a displays viewpoint. 

Bryan Norris is the Senior Partner and 
founder of B1yan Norris Associates, Consul
tants in Electronics, 7 Bidden ham Tum, Bid
denham, Bedford MK40 4A T, U.K.; telephone 
+44-(0)-1234-26-7988,Jax: +44-(0)-1234-26-
2345; e-mail: bnorris@kbnet.co.uk. Before 
establishing B1yan Norris Associates, he cre
ated and managed the Monitor Information 
Program at BIS Strategic Decisions. He is a 
contributing editor to Information Display 
Magazine. 
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Complicated Local Distl"ibution 
SMAU is, of course, the ideal place to learn 
about the local monitor producers and the 
highly complex - perhaps tmique - sales 
channels. First, there are the little-known out-

side-Italy monitor makers. The "three-broth
ers" company CA&G of Comedo (near 
Vicenca) will again have made nearly 200,000 
(mainly 14-in.) monitors in 1996. At SMAU, 
CA& G was again heavily promoting its large-

LG Electronics 

Fig. 1: LG Electronics' lively stand showed a product line well focused for the Italian market. 
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screen (28-, 29-, and 34-in.) multimedia pub
lic-infonnation monitors. Meanwhile, with 30 
years of experience behind it, Sambers of 
Cinisello (near Milan) showed that it contin
ues to upgrade its very extensive range of 
21 - 42-in. a ll-purpose large-screen monitors. 
Sambers, a $20.5 million company, is the 
nianufacturer that provides Hantarex UK with 
product, and as of July 1996 Sambers has 
been the owner of the Hantarex Electronics 
brand name for rtaly and other countries. 
Smnbers had a hang-on-the-wall 42-in. 
plasma-display-panel (PDP) monitor (based 
on a Fujitsu panel) which was attracting a 
great deal of attention in Hall 21. This pre
production tmit had everything built in, 
including the power supply, which is normally 
separate with these huge plasma displays . 
The much smaller - but still large - stand-or
hang-alone 21-in. PDP monitor alongside it 
was completely overshadowed. 

In another hall, Seleco, the TV maker from 
Pordenone (north of Venice), also showed its 
28-in. wide-wall information mmlitors. In yet 
another location, the relatively unknown Flo
rentine monitor supplier Semio exhibited its 
range of (Taiwanese-made) "Boxer" 10.5-, 
14-, 15-, and 17-in. monitors. 

Many international monitor suppliers were 
also keen to promote their new models, often 
on sections of large and impressive stands that 
showed off their complete product spectra. 
LG Electronics (Goldstar) , for example, has 
recently become much more focused and suc
cessful in the Italian marketplace, and a s ig
nificant area of its stand in Hall 9/1 was 
devoted to displaying mmlitors (Fig. 1). 

Monitors employing the new finer-dot-pitch 
Diamondtron® tubes were to be seen on the 
Mitsubishi stand in the main hardware hall (11). 
Mitsubislzi's 30-86-kHz 87 TXM has the 0.25-
mm-dot-pitch 17-in. aperture-grille tube, and the 
30- 95-kHz 91 TXM - which is not yet on the 
Italian data sheet - is fitted with the latest 21-in. 
Diamondtron® tube with 0.28-mm pixel pitch. 

On the NEC stand were the first of its new 
monitors. The XV 17 has been upgraded to 
tl1e XV 17+, which has a horizontal frequency 
range extended to 82 kHz and retails at 
1,690,000 Lire (US$1100). And the first of 
the new "P" series, the 3 1-94-kHz 17-in. 
P750, was on display and already selling at 
2,390,000 Lire (US$1550). It was explained 
that existing 21-in. models were shortly to be 
replaced by new 2 1-in. models, notably the 
P llOO and the Pll50. 

Nokia 

Fig. 2: Nokia's 17-in. videoconferencing station is a combination TV/monitor. 

NEC's two LCD monitors, the 12.1-in. LCD 
200 and the 13-in. LCD 300, received plenty of 
interest from the dense crowds - until, that is, 
their prices of 6.9 million Lire (US$4400) and 
9.4 million Lire (US$6000) were revealed. 
Then the interest just seemed to melt away. 

Nokia - in its own modest stand in Hall 12 
tllis year - showed some of its updated high
end (mostly TCO '95) monitor range, and 
announced that its new authorized Italian dis
tributors were Gruppo Eletec/Discom and 
SBF Elettronica (Fig. 2). That Nokia had 
recently parted company with Actebis ltalia 
was not surprising to the trade. Actebis's 
prime aim seemed to be the promotion of its 
own Targa brand. 

In the business of selling monitors, Oce is 
unique. In just three countries (Italy, France, 
and Spain), Oce offers a small range of highly 
specified monitors to complement its compre
hensive printer products, and it is in Italy 
where this policy has been most successful. 
Of the new five-model OEMed series with 
screens ranging from 17 to 21 in., two are 
from Taxan and three are from Philips. 

Philips itself occupied half of Hall 10. 
Although this was one of the smaller halls, 
nobody could say that space for the entire 
gamut of Philips' products was limited! 
Spread around were the new four-model 

' "Brilliance" line of monitors and examples of 
the other Philips models - shown with their 
new non-controversial numbering system. (It 
seems amazing that virtually all of the world's 
monitor suppliers are having to take account 
of an obtuse court ruling in a small town in 
California over pennitted screen-size designa
tions. Back to confusion !) Not to be outdone, 
perhaps, the lofty Panasonic stand covering a 
large area in Hall 2 1 had a small section 
devoted to displaying its latest range of TCO 
'92-approved monitors. 

Samsung, on its Hall 9/2 stand, introduced 
two new 15-in. multimedia monitors. The 
"SyncMaster 15Me" has a horizontal scan fre
quency range of 30-50 kHz, dual 1.5-W built
in speakers, Plug & Play, okay-for-Italy MPR-
11, and a cost of 840,000 Lire (US$538). For 
920,000 Lire (US$589), the higher-spec 
30-65-kHz "SyncMaster 15M" adds OSD. 
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THE NEW Lithography 
LARGE AREA 

SCANNING PROJECTION 

High performance color 
EL panels by Planar Systems, Inc. 
Beaverton, OR 

Color filters for AMLCD (120X) 
lmageQuest Technologies, Inc. 
Fremon~ CA 

Put this new cost 
savings technology 

to work in your 
production line 

with the 
Tamarack 
Series 300 

• 500 x 600 mm substrates 
•4 micron resolution 
•large depth of field 

* 
Tamarack Sdentific 
1 040 N. Armando Street 

Anaheim CA 92806 
(714) 632-5030 

Fax(714)632-1455 
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show report 

Over the last year, Samsung has done particu
larly well in Ita ly, especially selling its 14-in. 
38- and 48-kHz models. 

A well-known and well-respected brand 
name, Sony is another company whose moni
tors sell well in Italy. The large Sony stand in 
Hall 11 was extensively stocked with a multi
tude of different products, and it was a little 
difficult to spot Sony's "bright-picture" pro
fessional monitors. 

When is a distributor really a large dealer, 
or a large dealer a distributor? 1n Italy it 's 
hard to tell. Suffice to say that many of the 
local dealers/distributors also handle some 
well-known monitor brands. Computer 
House now sells LG and Samsung monitors, 
plus Princeton models when it can get them, 
and was displaying a brand new label on its 
jam-packed stand: Eclipse from Taiwanese 
AmTran. Datapool promoted a typical line
up of Korean Hyundai monitors, and its cata
log also offered monitors from Eizo, NEC, 
AST, and Siemens. 

Datamatic still sells Samtronmonitors, 
although what will happen in 1997 when 
Samh·on is fully integrated with Samszmg 
was not clear. Digib·onica's main monitor 
brand is AD/, and the company also handles 
Hitachi and NEC models. The up-and-thrust
ing Turkish Karma is now handling Tatwzg 
mmtitors in Italy. Ready bzfomwtica is the 
long-time outlet for Wyse monitors. 

PC Assemblers Get into the Act 
The Italian "big-boy" -or should it be big-per
son? - distributors seem to be endeavoring to 
perfonn all functions nowadays. At SMAU it 
appeared that distributing all kinds of hardware 
and software and assembling own-brand PCs is 
now the nom1. Number-one distributor Com
puter Discount (CDC) , targeting a 1996 
tumover of 400 billion Lire (US$250 million), 
with about 30% in PCs, distributes monitors 
from NEC, Philips, and Sony. Executive, aim
ing for about 20,000 PCs in 1996, promoted 
Sampo, Eizo, and Daewoo mmtitors, and let its 
own-brand Timeline take a back seat. 

Eizo 's long-time exclusive monitor distrib
utor in Italy, Epso11, also appeared to be mov
ing from strength to strength and showed off, 
among other products, the latest Eizo range of 
high-end moni tors. Athena, also into making 
PCs, advertised its "Athena Vision" mottitors. 
Although its 17-in. model still comes from 
Hywulai, the 14- aJld 15-in. models m·e now 
sourced from Compal. 

Not to be outdone, tbe smaller local PC 
assemblers were also selling monitors. 
ASEM had a "new" range of own-branded 
14-, 15-, and 17-in. 64-kHz monitors. DMD 
sells Philips models. On the Lemou (Jen 
Elech·onics) stand, m01titors were being pro
moted almost as heavily as the PCs. In yet 
another hall, Modo was making itself known 
as the Italian outlet for Pacific Media' s "Art 
Media" Trinitron® -tubed m01titors. 

In an effort to stay competitive on the inter
national market, Italy's largest PC house, 
Olivetti, was found to have completely 
revamped its mmtitor range. Olivetti no 
longer provides a monochrome monitor, or 
even an "entry-level" 38-kHz 14-in. model! 
Its range now starts with a 50-kHz 14-in. 
screen for 530,000 Lire (US$340), and peaks 
with a 107-kHz 21-in. model. One of 
Olivetti's 17-in. models even uses a 0.25-mm
pixel-pitch Diamondtron® tube m1d will run 
1280 x 1024 at a fl icker-free 75Hz. 1n addi
tion, Italy's second-largest PC maker Olidata, 
no longer produces any "down-mm·ket" moni
tors, although its mm·ket is firmly i.n Italy. 

So What Did We See? 
Well, not the sea, but almost everything else, 
it seemed. Even the prototype for IBM's 
$700 network computer was at SMAU. (The 
good news is that this reduced-functionality 
device sti ll needs a mortitor! ) SMAU proved 
again to be just the right show for getting a 
comprehensive flavor of how the year has 
progressed in Europe, with more than a hint of 
what to expect in the year to come. The next 
SMAU is scheduled for October 2-6, 1997. • 
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Please send new product releases or 
news items to Joan Gorman, Depart
ments Editor, Information Display, cjo 
Pal isades Institute for Research 
Services, Inc., 201 Varick Street, New 
York, NY 10014. 



Interface Solutions 
for flat panels 

Speed up development and product realisation time with our 
high quality flat panel interface controiJers for your LCD or 

EL projects. Suitable for small or high volume projects. 

AC series: A range of 
interface controllers for colour 
& monochrome LCD or EL, to 
connect to analog graphics 
source. VGA (640x480), SVGA 
(800x600), XGA ( 1024x768), 
SXGA ( 1280x l024). 

DC series: Includes PCI bus LCD graphics card for providing 
LCD digital signal output from a PC. 

Digital View: 

Enclosure options: 
Open frame kits: panels & 
interface controllers in easy to 
use frames. 
Industrial display systems 
Desktop monitors 
LCD multimedia systems 

USA: Tel: 408-287 4935, Fax: 408-287 3952 
England: Tel: (0)1438-816 600, Fax: (0)1438-816 909 
Hong Kong: Tel: 2861 3615, Fax: 2520 2987 

Cin:le no. 13 

Cin:le no. 14 

Before you buy another video 
test generator, take this test: 

WI yam test ligllelldiiOiitors? 

WI JOII'S adplst SJIK reMtiol il silgle pixels? 

C.. y• plllg it ilto JOII' PC? 

Compare our Model801GL-ISA with 
video test generators costing much more: 
• Fully programmable, fuJI function 

• Up to 150 MHz video clock rate 

• Extremely accurate and stable 

• MS WmdowsT)( interface 
• Create custom images or use over 80 popular 

sbndard video formats and 60 test images on-board 

• Low cost. only$ 1995 USD 

2111 Big Timber Road • Elgin, IL 60123 USA 
Phone: (847) 888-0450 • FAX: (847) 888-2802 
URL: http://www.quanbJmdatacom 
E-mail: sales@quanrumdata.com 
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Our Len's have grown. 

C it·cle no. 16 

C) SA M S U NG SE MI C ON DU CT O R, I N C. , 1 9 9 6 . 

In the two short years since we 

entered the market, Samsung has 

become one of the world's leading 

TFT LCD manufacturers. 

As you may know, we already 

offer a line of TFTs zo% brighter 

and with 30% more color saturation 

than the closest competitors. 

We'll be following up soon with 

more products that are-well

larger than life. I ncluding a IJ.J"XGA 

notebook panel, and XGA and SXGA 

panels actually designed for desktop 

monitors-in a whopping 14" and rp ". 

And hey, with the de s ktop 

impending, can the coliseum really 

be far behind? 

Onward and upward, guys. 

SEMICONDUCTOR 

STILL A Generation AHEAD. 
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The Lisbon Seminar 

Following EuroDisplay, an intimate LCD seminar with a regional mission 
attracted an international delegation and well-known invited speakers. 

by Ken Werner 

NoT COINCfDENTALLY, the Second Ibero
American Seminar on Liquid Crystal Display 
Technology (II Semimirio Iberoamericano em 
Tecnologia de Mostradores de Crista! 
Liquido) began on the Monday immediately 
following EID and EuroDisplay in Costa da 
Caparica, Portugal, just outside of Lisbon. 
"The Lisbon seminar," as the conference has 
become known, met from October 7-9, 1996. 

The seminar is sponsored by the liquid
crystal section of the Ibero-American Program 
for Science and Technology for Development 
- Programa Iberoamericano de Ciencia y Tec
nologia para el Desarrollo, or CYTED - one 
of four " thematic networks" in the microelec
tronics sub-program. The other 15 CYTED 
s ub-programs cover areas ranging from aqua
culture to R&D management. 

In an introductory presentation, Carlos 
Mammana, Director of the Microelectronics 
Institute at the Funda9ii0 Centro Tecnologico 
par Informatica (CTI) in Carnpinas, Brazil, 
explained that CYTED is a multinational pro
gram comprised of the 21 countries from 
Mexico in the north to Argentina and Chile in 
the south. It is intended to 

Help modernize production and improve 
the quality of life in the Ibero-American 
countries. 
Provide a bridge for cooperation between 
Latin America, Europe, North America, 
and other countries outside the region. 

Ken Wenzer is the editor of Information Dis
play Magazine. 
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Promote cooperation in the fields of 
applied research and technological devel
opment to obtain results transferrable to 
the production systems and social poli
cies of the Ibero-Arnerican countries. 

In the following presentation, Alaide Pelle
grini Mammana - also of CTI in Campinas, 
and Coordinator of the LCD Thematic Net
work - said the specific objectives of the net
work included developing an understanding of 
the limitations and opportunities of LCD tech
nology; disseminating knowledge and infor-

marion concerning LCD technology; identify
ing the available competencies in univeiSities, 
R&D centers, and companies in the region; 
promoting joint projects; and fostering the 
introduction of LCD technology in products 
of the regional electronics industry. 

In support of these goals, the Lisbon semi
nar had a strong tutorial component, particu
larly in the papeiS invited from some well
known international contributors. Martin 
Schadt (ROUC, Ud., Basel, Switzerland) led 
off the technical program with ~Liquid Crys-

Ken Werner 

The Second [hero-American Seminar on Liquid Crystal Display Technology was held in the 
modern Hotel Costa da Caparica (background) in Costa da Caparica, Portugal, overlooking a 
beach shared by pleasure seekers and traditional wooden fishing boats. 
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Ken Werner 

Fishermen used tractors to drag their traditional wooden boats over the beach opposite the co/1-
ference hotel. The upswept bows are more than decorative. The boats are launched directly 
into the stuf, where the bow design ensures that they ride up over the swfinstead of being 
swamped by it. 

tals: Status and Perspectives." Schadt 
reviewed the properties of nematic liquid
crystal materials that determine the operability 
of displays. He then presented the recent 
results demonstrating that large cell-gap ferro
electric displays are feasible, and discussed 
the recent LCD-projection concept i.t1 which 
all of the functional elements consist of liquid 
crystals. 

In "Electro-Optics of Liquid-Crystal Dis
plays," Jose Ot6n (Polytechnic U1liversity of 
Madrid, Madrid, Spain) reviewed the electro
optic characteristics of today's commercial 
displays, and went on to describe the altema
ti ve electro-optic approaches that are attract
i.t1g substantial attention : scatteri.t1g control m 
liquid-crystal dispersions, variable bi.t·efrin
gence i.t1 ECB and ferroelectric materials, and 
selective absorption in dye-doped Heilmeier 
and diclu oic LCDs. 

In "Reflective LCDs: Technology, Status, 
and Applications," Bill Doane (Kent Dis
plays) said the "ideal reflective display should 
afford the reader the clarity and pleasurable 
ease of readi.t1g ink on paper. " He compared 
the various reflective teclmologies and their 
characteristics, spending the most time on 
cholesteric LCDs (Ch-LCDs) because of tltis 

technology's bistability, switching character
istics, and ability to reflect color. 

Ernst Lueder (University of Stuttgart, 
Stuttgatt, Germany) in "New Developments 
for Active-Matrix LCDs" discussed a variety 
of AMLCD i.tmovations: a four-mask process 
for a-Si TFTs; novel pixel layouts that pro
duce very high aperture ratios; recrystallized 
ITO with low sheet resistance; one-shot laser 
annealing for produci.t1g homogeneous poly-S i 
TFTs over large areas; economical top-elec
trode MlM structures with high aperture 
ratios; and PDLC displays driven with low
temperature-process MlMs that make displays 
on plastic substrates feasible. 

In "Ferro- and Anti-Ferroelectric Liquid 
Crystals: Materials, Displays, and Devices," 
Di.rk Kilian and his colleagues (Technische 
Hochschule, Darmstadt, Getm any) outlined 
the properties of feno- and anti-fenoelectric 
LC - high optical modulation, fast electro
optical response, low driving voltage, low 
power consumption, and large-area capability 
- that now make them attractive for a variety 
qf applications, i.t1cluding displays. 

Ken Werner of lnformmion Display Maga
zine (Norwalk, Cotmecticut) provided a broad 
view of the status of commercial displays and 

near-conm1ercial display teclmologies in "Flat 
Panel Displays: Status and Perspectives ." The 
presentation included many s lides of displays 
exhibited at the SID Symposium i11 San Diego 
and EID in Birmingham. The presentation 
concluded with a section discussing business 
opportunities for companies that do not have 
the equivalent of a billion U.S. dollars to 
invest in teclmology development and bui ld
ing a high-volume AMLCD-manufacturing 
facility. 

Emst Lueder returned to the podium with 
"The Schemes and ICs fo r the Addressing of 
Flat-Panel Liquid-Crystal Displays," which 
discussed the methods for addressing LCDs 
with TFTs and MlMs, along with schemes for 
the compensation of parasitic capacitive cou
plings. From there, he went on to discuss the 
IC requirements for addressing the rows and 
colutru1s of displays in fom1ats ranging from 
VGA to EWS and HDTV, and to discuss suit
able ICs that are commercially available. 

A second presentation by Marti11 Schadt, 
"Photo-Alignment and Photo-Patteming of 
Liquid Crystals," discussed the advantages of 
replacing mechanical rubbing for the align
ment of liquid-crystal molecules in TN and 
STN displays with photopolymetization tech
tuques. Photo-aligning allows the economical 
creation of multi-domain pixels for dramati
cally improved viewing angle, and also per
mits the generation of optically pattem ed opti
cal retarders and polarization interference fil
ters on single substrates. 

Shigeo Mikoshiba (University of Electro
Communications, Tokyo, Japan) prepared the 
presentation "Plasma Display Technology: 
Status and Perspectives." (The presentation 
was delivered by Ken Werner because Prof. 
Mikoshiba was in a Tokyo hospital with a 
flare-up of a chronic back problem.) After a 
long gestation period, color plasma displays 
from several manufacturers will be conl11ler
cially available in late 1996/early 1997. The 
presentation described cun ent PDP designs, 
along with associated display characteristics 
and limitations. Large i.nvestments i.n PDP 
technology are intended to increase the size of 
commercial PDPs to at least 55 in. on the 
diagonal, lower the price to $40 per diagonal 
inch, improve resolution to EWS/HDTV lev
els, double the maximum luminance to 700 
cd/m2

, i.ncrease luminous efficiency to 2 
lm/W, reduce power consumption and drive 
voltage, and develop high-voltage ICs. Many 
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The Smart Choice 
in Digital 

Video Generators 

If you service, repair, evaluate or 

engineer modern Flat Panel Devices, 

the Astra VG-826 is the Digital 

Generator for you. 

It's small and light enough to fit in 

your briefcase, yet has the performance 

to drive any single or multiplexed 

Flat Panel Device \vith a resolution of 

24 bits per pixel up to a multiplexed 

frequency of 120M1-Iz. 

It can be programmed and oper

ated from a PC or with the RB-646 

"Remote" frontpanel or operated 

only \vith the RB-614C Controller. 

Make the Smmt Cboice ... 
Contact TEAM. 

Call 1-800-338-1981 or visit us at 

http://www.team-systems.com 
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I conference report 

of these improvements will be implemented 
over the next 5 years, but the luminance and 
luminous-efficiency goals may take up to 15 
years because they depend, at least in part, on 
improving the quantum efficiency of the 
ignited plasma. PDPs, says Mikoshiba, are 
likely to complement LCDs rather than com
pete with them directly. 

Altamiro Suzin1 (Federal University of the 
Rio Grande do Sui , Porto Alegre, Brazil) pre
sented the paper "Architecture of LCD 
Drivers." Suzim viewed these drivers as intel
ligent contro llers that format and present 
information through an LCD, and concluded 
with a consideration of the best partitioning of 
controller functions within an IC or chip set, 
along with two architectural options: master
slave and modular. 

In "Novel Display Effects in Spin-Coated 
Films of Liquid-Crystalline Polymers," Kent 
Skarp (Chalmers University of Technology, 
Goteborg, Sweden) discussed the characteris
tics of liquid-crystalline polymers and how 
they can be precisely and broadly tailored by 
adjusting both the backbone and s ide-chain 
structures. Skarp's laboratory has prepared 
fi lms that exhibit ferroelectricity, antiferro
electricity, pyroelectricity, piezoelectricity, 
and dichroic color-switching capabilities. He 
described his lab's recent development of a 
method for spin-coating smectic films of 
1- 10-IJm thickness. Annealing produces a 
well-aligned homeotropic polymer fi lm that 
exhibits electroclinic and ferroe lectric switch
ing. Applications of the technology include 
thin-f ilm displays, sensors, active optical grat
ings, and smart coatings for military uses. 
Skarp showed a video demonstrating some of 
the optical effects in spin-coated fi lms. In 
conversation, he cheerfully commented on 
how much fun it is to make a display with a 
total processing time of a minute. Skarp 's 
laboratory is currently looking for partners to 
help commercialize the technology. 

Rodrigo Martins, who, with Manuela 
Vieira, coordi nated the seminar, spoke on 
materials and processes for the depos ition of 
thin films. Later, Martins guided a tour 
around his large, well-equipped laboratory 
complex at Cemop/Uninova in Campinas, 
where various thin-film devices are fabricated 
for. both research purposes and low-volume 
customers. 

The formal presentations were supple
mented by a lively poster session dominated 

by papers on liquid-crystal materials. Materi
als poster papers came from institutions such 
as the University of Barcelona, Samsung Dis
play Devices, the University of Havana, the 
University of Sao Paulo, Napier University, 
E.T.S.I. Telecomunicaci6n, the State Univer
sity of Londrina, University of Sussex, 
National University of Cordoba, the Technical 
University of Munich, the Bulgarian Academy 
of Sciences, and Cemop/Uninova, among 
many others. 

In addition , there was a paper on a low-cost 
cell-f illing system from E.T.S.I. Te lecomuni
caci6n; a paper on an LCD for a neurostimula
tor by Joaquin Remolina (CINYESTAV, 
Mexico City, Mexico); a paper on polysilicon 
TFTs from the University of Re1mes; a paper 
on bright twin guest-host LCDs from the 
Spanish LCD manufacturer Dicryl (in con
junction with E.T.S.I.); and a clever paper 
from P. Datta and a team from E.T.S.I. and 
the Public University of Navarra (Pamplona, 
Spain) on using the optical coupling between 
two unclad optical fibers embedded in a liq
uid-crystal cell to measure the optical s tate of 
the cell. This information can then be used 
for the closed-loop control of the cell to com
pensate for environ.mental factors such as 
ambient light and temperature. 

To the great pleasure of the organizers, 103 
attendees from 17 countries participated in the 
seminar. Papers were delivered in English, 
Portuguese, and Spanish, but the primary lan
guage of communication was English. Next 
year's seminar will be he ld in either Brazil or 
Argentina. 

There is a unique flavor to these seminars. 
The emphasis is on appropriate and practical 
teclmology - often pursued with sharply lim
ited resources. Not infrequently, this seems to 
have stimulated the ingenuity of the develop
ers and given rise to inventive approaches that 
could have broad applicability. Perhaps these 
characteristics - along with the enthusiasm of 
the organizers and the sense of participating in 
a true scientific community - contribute to the 
seminars having won the support of some 
leading figures in the display world. • 

Please send new product releases or 
news items to Joan Gorman, Depart
men/s Edilor, Information Display, c/o 
Palisades l ns titule for Research 
Services, Inc., 201 Varick Streel, New 
York, NY 10014. 



The Grasebr, SLS 9400 Colorimeter. 
Unsurpassed Peifonnance And Convenience. 

Want to make your job easier and more effective? 
Pick up the SLS 9400 Colorimeter from 

Graseby Optronics, a world leader 
in advanced photometric instm
mentation. 

First you'll notice its unique 
ergonomic design. Comfortable. 
Extremely light weight. And tilted 
for easy viewing-even when you set 
the instmment on a tabletop. 

Next you'll discover its refreshingly simple 
operation. Including intuitive, menu-driven 
commands. A fotucposition toggle switch that 

... Faster Response & Lower Cost than 
liquid Nitrogen Meissnet-s 

... Pumping Equivalency of 3 or More Helium 
Cryopumps 

.,.. High Reliability 

... CFC-FREE 

... Easy to Install, Available for Lease 

Profit from Polycold low temperature refrigeration 
systems. Use cost-effective cryocondensation in vacuum 
applications to capture water vapor, vacuum pump oil, 
and for heat removal. Discover how cryogenics can 
reduce operation costs, advance processing speeds for 
higher productivity and improve adhesion for great 
quality in high-vacuum applications. 

puts total control at your fingertips. An oversize, 
backlit LCD display for strain-free viewing. And 

an RS-232 port for remote opera-
,...-i ' • tion. It 's all so simple, you'll hardly 

I "" need the instmctions. 
Then there's the sensor head. 

You'll enjoy a low-profile design 
tllal's perfect for hard-to-reach 
places. And a vacuum-seal suction 
cup tl1at holds securely-yet releas-

es in moments. 
And the performance? Nothing short of lab 

grade. A combination of four sensors (otl1ers 

C it·cle no. 18 

use only three) closely mirror the CIE Lri-stimu
lus curve, making it ideal for a complete range 
of demanding applications. 

Oh yes-the SLS 9400 also beats competi tive 
units on price, too. 

For more infonnation, please call today. 
(407) 282-1408. Fax (407) 273-9046. Or write 
12151 Research Park·way, Orlando FL 32826. 

GRASEBYA 
,.1....0-P_T_R_O_N_I_C_S 

Call to find out how to easily 
retrofit your coating system for 

improved VACUUM performance 
and for our FREE Product 

Selection Guide 
Email: Sales@Polycold.com • Visit our website: www.polycold. com 

67 Mark Dr. • San Rafael, CA 94903 • Fax: (415) 499-0927 • Phone: (41 5) 479-0577 • Toll Free: (888) 4-POLYCOLD 
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In Conjunction with EuroDisplay, EID Does 
Even Better 

A show with 1nany displays that are made elsewhere also celebrates 
British skill at display customization and systems integration. 

by Bryan Norris 

LIS YEAR, the ammal Electronic Infonna
tion Displays (ElD) Exhibition moved from 
south London to the National Exhibition Cen
tre near Birmingham, to be held in conjtmc
tion with the Society for Information Dis
play's (Sill 's) prestigious triennial EuroDis
play Conference. 

EID is a relatively small but highly focused 
displays exhibition that concentrates on state
of-the-art flat-panel-display (FPD) products 
and niche industrial CRT monitors. The show 
proved its worth yet again. From October 
1-3, 1996, EID provided a forum for about 70 
companies to demonstrate and promote their 
products to 1661 mostly professional visitors 
-up 13% over 1995. Many of the exhibitors 
were U.K. distributors with products bearing 
world-famous names. Thus, an additional 166 
firms were represented on the exhibitors' 
stands. 

FPD Desktop Monitors and . .. 
A number of the LCD panels seen at last 
year's EID appeared this year incorporated 
into desktop monitors . Attracting a great deal 
of attention on the Hitachi stand were three of 

Microvitec 

B1ya11 Norris is the Se11ior Partner and 
foullder of Brya11 Norris Associates, Collsul
ta/lts in Electro11ics, 7 Biddenham Tum, Bid
del/ham, Bedford MK40 4AT, U.K. ; telephone 
+44-(0)-1234-26-7988, fax: +44-(0)-1234-26-
2345; e-mail: bnorris@kbnet. co.uk. Before 
establishing 81yan Norris Associates, he cre
ated and managed the Monitor Information 
Program at BIS Strategic Decisions. He is a 
contribwing editor to lnfonn ation Display 
Magazine. 

Fig. 1: At EID, Microvitec launched its Proteus 31S 12.1 -in. SVGA color LCD monitor retail
ing at .£1299 (US$1950). 
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Densitron 

Fig. 2: The touch screen acts as both keyboard and mouse in Densitron 's industrial and clean
room PC with 12.1-in. SVGA LCD. 

Microvitec's soon-to-be-released 34-cm 
(13.3-in.) XGA (1024 x 768) desktop LCD 
monitors. These formed the centerpiece of a 
very impressive Syntegra "concept" dealer
room layout that was linked " live" to the Lon
don Stock Exchange. TI1e Microvitec moni
tors employ Hitachi's 13.3-in. wide-viewing
angle (140°) s uper-TFf panels, and were 
shown in British Telecom colors (Syntegra 
being the systems-integration business of B1). 
On its own stand, Microvitec was displaying 
its newly launched Proteus 31 S 12.1-in. 
SYGA 256k-color LCD desktop unit retailing 
at £1299 (US$1950) (Fig. 1), and the estab
lished Proteus 26Y 10.4-in. VGA monitor in 
both conventional cabinet and industrial ver
sion. (The price of this unit dropped to £799 
(US$ 1200) during the show.) All of the desk
top LCD monitors made by Microvitec use its 
driver card, which allows just-plug-in-to-PC
and-run. (Many of the modem LCD monitors 
are fitted with an integral dri ver card that 
takes standard YGA/SYGA/XGA analog sig-

nals as input and converts them to 24-bit-color 
digital data using three 8-bit A/D converters. 
This enables the monitor to be simply plugged 
into, and completely controlled by, the PC.) 

Other LCD monitors at the show included 
CTX's now-familiar and extensive (9.4- to 
12.1-in.) "Panaview" range on the Kent Mod
ular Elech·onics (KME) and Kesh·onics 
stands, and iiyama's forthcomi11g 35-cm 
(13.8-in.) XGA model displayed among the 
graphics and video/1\IIPEG cards on the Imag
ine Graphics stand. Data lux showed its U.S.
made LMY10 10.4-in. AMLCD monitor, 
which is VGA-compatible and directly con
nectable to the VGA port on any PC. With a 
price of £ 1100 (US$1650) and a thickness of 
only 1.36 in. , the monitor is intended for 
industrial use, and features a rugged sealed 
housing, four mounting pos itions, and touch
screen options. 

DellSitron chose a 12.1-in. SVGA (or, 
optionally, XGA) panel from its extensive 
selection of industrial LCD modules to form 

the key part of its latest DT59 industrial/ 
clean-room 486/586 PC, in which the touch 
screen acts as both keyboard and mouse (Fig. 
2). Digital View's extensive desktop-LCD
monitor portfolio extended from £450 
(US$675) STN YGA color and monochrome 
models to interactive information/multimedia 
touch-screen kiosks with full video support 
employing 13.8-in. TFT-LCD panels and 
costing around £8000 (US$12,000). 

Emco was again showing its sunlight-read
able LCD 8.4- and 10.4-in. VGA monitors. 
The 8.4-in. model has a brightness of 5800 
cdfm2 at 100 hours and 4660 cd/m2 at 10,000 
hours and is now used in automatic-teller 
macllines (ATMs) from NCR and Wells 
Fargo, among others . 

IBM's 16.1-in. TFf-LCD monitor was 
incorporated in an "added-value" ruggedized 
casing on the Racal stand, whi le Trident 
launched the new "Halo" 16.1-in. monitor 
from IBM that runs from an 18-V de power 
supply, accepts a VGA or SXGA (1280 x 
1024) input directly from the PC, and has a 
one-off price of about £5700 (US$8850). The 
Trident-supplied IBM 16.1-in. panel is be ing 
retrofitted by GEC-Marconi into a display 
console on HMS Edinburgh, a Royal Navy 
type-42 destroyer. As the display unit is only 
400 X 333 X 44mm ( 15.7 X 13. 1 X 1.7 in.), it 
saves valuable space on the destroyer (Fig. 3). 
Trident' s catalog also inc ludes some smaller
screen-sized IBM LCD monitors, including 
the soon-to-be-released "Sofia" 12. 1-in. 
SYGA and VGA 16.7-million-color model, 
which costs £1350 (US$2025). 

The Lucas/ Deeco SealTouch® (touch
screen) 10.4-in. rugged aluminum-cased LCD 
monitor was to be seen among the large vari
ety of displays on the Review Display Systems 
(RDS) stand. The complete ly sea led Deeco 
ST4230 is designed to be used in applications 
ranging from harsh industrial environments 
such as steel mills to particle-free clean 
rooms. 

industrial LCD monitors were also on offer 
from some small , tradi tional industrial CRT
monitor makers and suppliers , notably KME, 
Calibre, Densitron, Sascal, and Sabre. 

Another "show-stopper" was the NEC 20-
in. LCD monitor - 16.7 mi llion colors and 
wide viewing angle - being shown for the first 
time in Europe on the Sunrise Electronics 
stand. Production samples of both the panel 
and monitor are promised for May 1997. 
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show report 

Trident 

Fig. 3: The Trident-supplied IBM 16.1-in. AM LCD panel is being retrofitted by GEC-Marconi 
illlo a display console on HMS Edinburgh, a Royal Navy type-42 destroyer. 

The number of readily available LCD pan
els well suited to desktop monitors has 
increased dramatically. Computer Dynamics, 
Inc. 's new displays are specifically designed 
for OEMs and systems integrators, particu
larly for use in military, industrial, process, 
and machine-control applications. Featured 
this year on the Dicoll Elech·onics stand were 
two of CD's 13.8-in. TFT panels with 4SO 
viewing angles and 256k-color compatibility 
- one with VGA resolution and the other with 
XGA resolution - along with a 12.1-in. XGA 
unit with similar specifications. The "Ultra
HiBri te" range (6.4-, 8.4-, and 10.4-in.; VGA; 
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and 256k color) has new panel backlighting 
that gives up to four times the luminance of 
nom1al TFf displays and three times that of 
CRTs, according to the manufacturer. 

To its 5.1- and 5.8-in. thin-film-diode 
(TFD) LCD panels, FPD now has added an 
11.3-in. 256k-color LCD that is fitted with a 
backlight having a claimed 40,000-hour life
time. All of FPD's units, which were shown 
on U.K. distributor Famell Mercator's stand, 
are suitable fo r use outdoors and in harsh 
industrial and automotive environments. 

In addition to its Super-TFf 13.3-in. LCD 
module, Hitachi was promoting its 12. 1- and 

15.5-in. XGA STN modules as ideal for moni
tor applications. Both were fitted with long
life field-replaceable CFL backlight tubes. 

The LG Electronics (Goldstar) TFf-LCD 
panel range, seen on the Anders Electronics 
and Craft Data. stands, now includes a 256k
color SYGA 12.1-in. panel in addition to a 
wide range of 10.4-in. SYGA and VGA units 
with wide viewing angles. LG also provides 
9.5-in. VGA 5 12-color panels. TI1e Kyocera. 
range of STN panels, from 8.5- to 14.2-in. 
YGA and SVGA models, was also on the 
Craft Data stand. 

Samsung's new lightweight (500 g) low
power low-profile TFf-LCD YGA 262k-color 
panel was exhibited on the Selectronic stand 
along with other Samsrmg products and a 
selection of YFDs and PDPs. 

Three-Five Systems exhibited its TN-, 
STN-, FSTN-, and DSTN-LC panels. Three
Five claims to operate the largest-capacity -
100 14 x 16-in. sheets per hotu· - LCD manu
facturing line in North America, but its high
volume module assembly is completed in the 
"cost-effective" Philippines. 

AMLCD panels designed primarily for mi l
itary and industrial applications and ranging 
from a 5-in. square unit to a new I I x 8-in. 
model were fotu1d to be on offer from an 
unexpected source: Planm~ the electrolumi
nescent-panel maker. A full range of Planar's 
latest EL panels could be seen on the Manhat
tan Skyline and RDS stands. Planar's VGA 
10.4-in. EL monitors are now available in 
monochrome with 16 gray levels or multi
color - eight different hues of red, green, and 
yellow. Planar's EL displays are now used i11 
the passenger-information-system units 
located in the boarding vestibules of Ger
many's high-speed Inter City Express trains. 
Canadian Westaim introduced to Europe its 
ac-driven thick-dielectric electroluminescent 
(TDEL) panels. Products of 4.2 x 3.4 in. are 
now being made in a small pre-production 
facility. 

The highlight of the plasma exhibits was 
the prototype 42-in. 16:9 plasma monitor on 
the Hantarex UK stand (Fig. 4). This unit, 
which is based on Fuj itsu's panel, is built for 
Hantarex by Sam hers of Milan, has its own 
neat built-in power supply, and is planned to 
be available commercially by the second quar
ter of 1997. Desktop and wall-hung PDP 
units were also to be seen in the Hantarex and 
Densitron booths. Thomson Elech·onics 



Ken Werner 

Fig. 4: The highlight oft he plasma exhibits, shown on the Hantarex UK stand, was the proto
type 42-in. 16:9 plasma monitor based on Fujitsu 's panel. 

Components, in its booth, introduced 19- and 
24-in. color PDPs with resolutions up to 1280 
X 1024. 

The French company Pix Tech had its fi rst 
conunercial monochrome field-emission-dis
play (FED) products on show, as well as pro
totypes of its full-color 5.2- and 6-in. rack
mount-ready panels, versions of which will be 
available in 1997. 

Industrial CRT monitors 
Calibre, as well as selling Aydin monitors, 
offers a versatile range of bespoke industrial 
monitors mostly based on Microvitec rack
mount, frame, and metal-case units. Clintou 
Elech·o11ics Corporation - the U.S. mwufac
turer of an extensive range of monochrome 
tubes from 3 to 23 in. - i11troduced to Europe 
its new set of high-resolution (up to 2048 x 
1536), 31-105-kHz microprocessor-controlled 
monitors. These have 19-in. standard-radius, 
20-in. flat-profile, or 21-in. flat-square tubes, 
and still have a niche market in applications 
such as document management. 

Hantarex Ltd. , a leading supplier of large
screen (2 1-, 25-, 28-, and 34-in.) monitors for 
passenger and information-display applica
tions, showed its new range of monitors, 

which now extends to a 42-Ln. model. Mm1y 
employ RS-232 control and offer fu ll remote 
control of all screen adjustments. The "video
wall" monitor demonstrations featured new 
21- and 34-in. models. Hantarex's new 
RP42IDTV 42-in. videowall cube monitor 
accepts VGA and SVGA sources, as well as 
composite video/P AL/SECAM/NTSC/SVHS 
wd RGB signals, has scan-doubling circuitry 
to give flicker-free images, and costs around 
£6000 (US$9000). 

The Delta/Vivatek liquid-crystal color shut
ter (LCCS) technology applied to a 10-in. 
monochrome monitor was shown off to good 
effect on tile Kesh·o11ics stand. A clever but 
s imple demonstration involved moving a 
frame containing the shutter in front of and 
away from tile monochrome screen, tllus 
showing clearly how the extra-fine mono
chrome definition is transferred to color. The 
LCCS technology gives excellent image qual
ity witll no misconvergence, moire pattern, or 
degaussing need. It has high(> 100:1) con
trast, good color uniformity and saturation, 
and sharp and clear text - even with small 
fonts. (For more information on tllis technol
ogy, see tile Computex Taipei report in the 
October 1996 issue of Information Display.) 

The 20-year-old U.K. industrial monitor 
maker KME unveiled a mggedized black
metal-cased 30-64-kHz 17-in. monitor and a 
21-in. chassis monitor tl1at is also designed for 
scanning frequencies up to 64kHz. KME's 

core products - open-frame and metal-cased 
color and monochrome CRT monitors from 5 
to 17 in. - include models employing the rare 
13V FS tube. 

Microvitec had added a new 17-in. metal
frame 15-64-kHz monitor to its extensive 
series of industrial and dealer-room models. 
Also on the stand was a military-style round 
23-in. high-definition monochrome CRT air
traffic-control monitor, which Microvitec 
showed to promote further market interest. 

PD Systems' second generation of "colour
master" information-display monitors now con
sists of three models, including a 32-in. 16:9 
model witll 30-38-kHz horizontal scan frequen
cies and 1120 pixels horizontally. 

Sascal, a small U.K. producer of 10-, 14-, 
17-, and 20-i.n. monitors with 15-45-kHz scan 
frequencies- primarily for military use- now 
also offers 29-in. models with high frequency 
(15-80kHz) or very high frequency (64-96 
kHz), allowing resolutions up to 2048 x 1536. 

The Italiru1 monitor maker Selti's range of 
industrial, mostly open-frame, 10-, 12-, 14-, 
aJld 28-in. monitors were to be seen on the 
Sabre stand. Sabre's own-brand "Pygmy" 
10-in. VGA/SVGA monitors are made by a 
Taiwanese supplier. Since this supplier is 
Samsung Tubes' second-largest 10-in. CRT 
customer, Sabre has been able to secure a 
guaranteed supply of tl1is now-in-demand 
tube. 

Finally, no display show nowadays would be 
complete witl10ut a demonstration of Texas 
Instruments' ubiquitous digital micromirror 
device (DMD). One-, two-, or three-chip 
DMD engines are now employed in projection 
display systems from ASK and Davis (Nor
way), Electrolzome, In Focus, 11 View, 
Liesegang (Germany), Proxima, Runco, Sony, 
Vidikron (Italy), and Digital Projection (U.K.). 
Digital Projection was the only Rank Brimm· 
high-teclmology hardware company not sold 
and made part of tile newly named Brimar 
group -an aJmouncement made at EID. As 
this article is being written, there are reports of 
Rank Brimm· putting Digital Projection up for 
sale despite tl1e successful development of its 
high-end DMD-based projector. • 
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... nternational Symposium, Seminar, 
& Exhibition (SID '97) 
JOIN US IN BOSTON TO SEE AND HEAR 
WHAT'S NEW IN DISPLAY TECHNOLOGY. 

• The Technical Program will consist of 180 original and 
invited papers with 50 more in a Poster Session, all orga
nized in five parallel tracks: 
- AMLCDs and Display Manufacturing 
-Applications and LC Technology 
- CATs and Emissive Displays 
- Applied Vision, Human Factors, Display Measurement, 

and Hardcopy/Imaging Systems 
- Large-Area Displays and Display Systems 
• The Seminar Program will once again draw on 
industry leaders for three days dedicated to short 
courses, technology overviews, and display applications. 
• Over 200 vendors will demonstrate the latest in displays, 
components, and equipment. 
• Evening Panel Discussions, an Exhibitor Reception, 
a Conference Luncheon, and an evening Social 
Event will complement the technical program. 

15 
SEPTEMBER 

17th International Display 
Research Conference 

TORONTO, CANADA 
SEPTEMBER 15-17, 1 9 9 7 

• An international conference on display 
research and development aspects of: 
- Display Fundamentals Display Devices 
-Hard Copy & Storaoe Input Systems 
-Integrated Devices and Applications 
-Image and Signal Processing 
-Color Perception Human Factors 

For additional information: 
Lauren Kinsey 
Society for Information Display 
1526 Brookhollow Drive 
Santa Ana, CA 92705-5421 
714/545-1526, fax -1547 
socforinfodisplay@mcimail.com 

NOVEMBER : 
Third In ternational 
Conference on the Science 
and Technology of 
Display Phosphors 
HUNTINGTON BEACH, CALIFORNIA 

NOVEMBER 3- 5, 1 9 9 7 

• An international conference on the future 
prospects of phosphors for: 
- ELDs- EEDs 
- CRTs- Plasma Displays 
- PL Devices- LC Backlights 

NOVEMBER 
Fifth Color Imaging 
Conference: Color Science, 
Systems & Applications 

SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 
NOVEMBER 16- 19, 1 9 9 7 

• An international multidiscipl inary forum 
fo r dialogue on: 
- Creation and capture of Color Images 
-Color Image reproduction and 

interchange 
- Co-sponsored with IS &I. 



The World Leader in LCD Backlighting 

-~ • Avionics - instrumentation lighting, back
J,"''Ir"""O!"!!!!'!~==~-----~m / 6: lighting for military, commercial & space 

1 ~~~ • Aircraft- interior cabin lighting 
_ ._ ...... ....._.....,.....,.._ ...... _.....,.....,...__,._~ • Automotive- instrumentation, interior 

fluorescent lighting & neon tail lights 

Range - LCD Lighting designs and 
manufactures miniature & sub-miniature 
lamps with diameters as small as 2.6mm and 
up to 20mm that can accommodate most 
environmental, electrical, and dimming 
requirements. We can also provide the 
wiring harnesses, connectors, or heater 
assemblies that accompany many of our 
lamps. Our ability to manufacture special 
multiple-bend complex lamp shapes offer 
unique advantages to our customers. 
LCD phosphor engineering can fulfill your 
chromatic requirements in standard, 
!ri-band, or custom blend. 

Quality - LCD Lighting combines the most 
advanced technology and manufacturing 
processes with traditional craftsmanship to 
produce lamps of unsurpassed quality. 
Reliability is typified by 25,000 hour lamp life; 
quality by meeting MIL-l 45208. 

Experience - Our years of design 
experience and engineering expertise 
typically allow us to reduce development 
time, begin production more quickly and offer 
our customers more attractive pricing. These 
are the reasons why LCD Lighting has grown 
to be a key supplier to so many different 
industries throughout the world. 

Proof- Join the growing list of prominent 
customers LCD Lighting services by letting 
us design and produce your next miniature 
or sub-miniature fluorescent lamp system. 
Contact us today with your project needs or 
for complete information about our company. 
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• Shipboard - instrumentation & custom 
interior lighting 

• General Displays - industrial, banking 
ATM & other specialty lighting 

• Computers - laptop LCD backlighting, 
plus replacement lamps & accessories 

• Facsimile Machines - aperture lamps 
• Machine Vision - aperture lamps plus 

special phosphors 
• Medical Instruments - scanning & 

illumination lamps 
• Copiers - aperture & reflector lamps 

LCD 
liGHTING, INC. 
37 Robinson Blvd., Orange, CT 06477 
Phone: 203 795-1520 • Fax: 203 795-2874 

High Quality Bumps Display Driver MCM on Glass 

Flip Chip-on-Glass Test Die 

• Gold bumps for TAB and FCOG 
• Soft Bump for FCOG (see photo) 
• ISO 900 I in progress 
• Projection lithography used exclusively 
• Class 100 cleanroom 

"DTO's gold bumps pmvide excellent bond
ability in om· TAB process due to their tight 
control of microhardness and bump height 
unifomzity. Our die visual yields have been 
exceptionally higb." 

Larry Mehringer, Director QRA 
Multichip Assembly, Inc 

Additional Related Services 
• In-house mask design 
• TAB and other assembly support 
• Solder bump and bond pad redistribution 

• Eliminates expensive TAB assembly 
• Uses high density CuPI technology 

Test Die 
• Flip chip-on-glass test die and 

matching glass substrates 
• Pitches of 76.2 and 100 microns 
• Attach to ITO or metals 

For more information: 

CALL us FOR A QUOTATION 

PHONE: 800·771-6672 FAJG 512·250·:2743 E-MAIL: salesOdto.com 
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FPD MANUFACTURING PROGRAM STATUS 
(Fall 1996) 

To date, USDC's Teclmical Council has selected 36 priority programs covering various areas of process technology used in manufacturing 
FPDs. These include programs for establishing a U.S.-based supply of equipment, materials, or process teclmology, usi.ng existing teclmi
cal know-how, as well as both evolutionary and revolutionary teclmology advancements. Twenty-four of these programs have been 
brought under contract and development has begun. The others are in various stages as summarized below. 

Topic/Contractor 

Color fil ters 
Rohm & Haas, Shipley Co. , 
Clarkson Universiry 

Color fi lter fabrication 

Pre-assembly test & inspection 
Plwton Dynamics 

Treated substmtes 
Applied Films Corp. 

Polymer coating 
Catrdescem, FAS Technologies 

Dry etching 
Lam Research, La111rence 
Livermore National Labs, 
Universiry of Wiscomin 

Glass supply 
TBA 

Pmgram Cost USDC 
(SM) ll-site 

1.8 Several 

2.4 dpiX 

2.5 Several 

2.7 Planar 

15.1 dpiX 

Sta tus 

Development under way; 
9/1/94 start 

Canceled 

Development under way; 
3/2 3/94 start 

Contract completed 
7{96 

Development under way; 
7/12/94 start 

Development w1der way; 
6/20/94 start 

On hold 

Cu...-ent Milestone 

Contract completion; phase III 
extension decision 9/96 

ll-site testing initiated 10/96 

Commercial supply in place 

P-site delivery 10/96 

Contract complet ion 1/97 

Glass inspection 1.4 OIS Development under way; P-site delivery & factory 
Di5play Inspection Systems 6/11/94 strut integration 11/96 

Automated interconnect 4.4 Planar Development under way; In itial servoglide testing 
A rwrad 10/28/95 start completed 11/96 

------------------------------------------~------------------~--~--------------

1.7 Standish, Photonics, Development under way; P-site testing initiated Spacer application & cleaning 
A ccudyne ________ C_a_n_d_es_c_e_nt_ 6/13/94 sta_rt _ _______ 9.:._/9_6 ___________ _ 

Handling (benchmarking) 0.2 N/A Final report issued 3/95 

Comperitive Straregies --------- - ------ -

Study completed 
10/1/94 

Handling (cassette design) 
Progressive System Technologies, 
H-Square 

Handling (tracking) 
PRJ Automation, Florod 

Factory modeling 
!DC 

Handling (storage & retrieval) 
PRJ Automarion 

Handling (manually guided 
transporerfloader) 

PST 

Large-area lithography 
Tamarack Sciemific 

Large-area mask fabrication and blanks 

Direct laser imaging 

Wet processing (etching) 
CFM Technologies 

Polari zers, UV & retardation films 
Polaroid 

Literature translation & database 
management 
lnterLingua 
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0.7 

2.5 

1.1 

1.6 

0.35 

2.1 

4.1 

10.9 

Several 

Candescent 

Candescent 

Candescent 

Candescent 

Photonics 
Imaging 

dpiX 

Development under way; 
7/10/95 start 

Development under way; 
7/7/95 start 

Deliver prototype and 
extraction tools 12/96 

Defme new laser source 11/96 

Development under way; P-site evaluations (LCD & FED) 
2/9/96_s_t<_tr_t _ _______ b_,eg"-i_n_1_.:1/_9_6 ________ _ 

Development under way; 
5/13/96 start 

Development under way; 
6/1/96 start 

Development under way; 
3/1/95 start 

SO% design review 
10/96 

First prototype fabrication 
10/96 

Installation at P-site 2/97 

Contract negotiation Contract signing 12/96 

Contract negotiation Contract signing 

Development under way; Systems control and software 
___________ 2-'/_l-'2/_9_6_s_ta_rt__ _ ___ d_esign 2/97 

Several Development under way; K-polarizer samples from 
_ ______________ 3/1/95 start production equipment 12/96 

0.4 N/A Development under way; Identify additional documents 
2/ 15/96 



T opic/Contmctor Prog•·am Cost USDC Status 
_____________ _:_(SM) B-s i_te _ ___ ___ _ 

Backlighting 
SAIT/ BHK 

Flat Candle 

Hughes Power Products 

Glass cutting 

Driver in frastructure 

Driver chips 

4.5 Several 

0.2 Several 

1.8 Several 

1.1 Several 
Superrex _ _________ _ 

High-voltage TAB 
Superrex 

Dielectric isolation wafers 
Sttpertex, Bondtro11ix 

0.4 

0.9 

Several 

Planar 

Development under way; 
I 0/25/95 start 
Development under way; 
12/15/95 start 
Development under way; 

___ 4--'-/--'.1/96 start 

RFP preparation for rebidding 

Development under way; 
9/5/96 start 

Development under way; 
9/5/96 s tart 

Dcvclopmem under way; 
9/5/96 s tart 

acfdc converters/inver_t_et_·s ____ ______ _________ _ Project canceled 

Plastic substrates 

Reactive ion etching 
P/asma-Therm 

3.5 

4.8 

Several 

FED 

Contract nc"g_o_ti_at_io_•_• ___ _ 

Developmem under way; 
7/3/95 start 

Curre nt Milestone 

Demonstrate 500-unit/month 
capacity I 0/96 
Delivery of prototype lamps 
10/96 
Demonstration of concept 12/96 

Issued in 1997 

Mask tooling completed 
2/97 

Handler development and 
fabrication 3/97 

Procure manufacturing 
equipment 12/96 

Expected program start 9[~ 

Adapt modified control 
software 6/97 

High-resolution pattem lithography Contract negotiation Comract s igning 
~~----~------~~---------------------------

LC processing and a lignment Proposal selection Proposal approval _1...:1/'-9_6 _ ____ _ 

Large-area vacuum sealing Proposal evaluation Proposal selection 11/9_6 _ ____ _ 

Inorganic planarization Jay __ c_rs_· _ ___ RFP preparation Issued in 1996 

Pattemed glass plate inspection & repair Proposal evaluation Proposal selection 11/96 
-------------~--------~----------

Thin-film vacuum coating RFP development 
~--------------

Cleaning technology RFP developmem ------
Glass sealing materials RFP develop __ J_11_c_n_t _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ 

FED getters and activation RFP developn_1_m_11 ___ __ ---------- - - - - - -

Source: USDC News, Vol. Ill, No.4, Fall 1996 
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display continuum 

continued from page 4 

movie being front-projected onto the approxi
mately fifty-inch screen, I couldn 't see the 
scan lines! The picture was in a wide-screen 
format and looked about the quality of 

mediocre 35mm fi lm. My thoughts raced 
roughly along the following path, "Oh my 
gosh, where did they get the HDTV projector? 
And if it is HDTV, where did they get the 

CRT picture 
quality in a thin, 

flat panel display. 
Introducing the PixTech Field Emission Display (FED) 

Enjoy the same full viewing-angles as a CRT, and the same smooth, continu
ously variable brightness up to 600 cdjm2 .•• all in a compact, lightweight 
(250 gm) package. Low power (1 W at 150 nits) makes the 5.2 inch PixTech 
FED the perfect replacement for bulky CRTs ... and the perfect replacement 
for LCDs, as well. "Instant-on" at -45°C to +85°C, the FED can take on the 
toughest outdoor environment. With 320x240 resolution, the PixTech FED is 
the display upgrade you've been looking for. 

How does it work? The PixTech FED is a flat, thin (2.5 mm) CRT, but with 
millions of micron-size cold cathode emitters, all packaged in a 22 mm deep 
package. Monochrome (green) FEDs are in production now, with full color 
evaluation kits available for testing to qualified OEMs and display integrators. 
Call today to discover the advantages of Pix Tech FEDs. 

~Pix Tech 
The Field Emission Display Company 

3350 Scott Boulevard, Bldg. 37 I Santa Clara, CA 95054 
(408) 986 8868 I Fax: (408) 986 9896 

PixTech FED ... the new generation 
of flat panel displays. 
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source material? And if so, what kind of 
player are they us ing? And how could I have 
missed the availability of this equipment to 
the consumer market?" 

At warp speed, I got myself up close and 
intimate with the screen to check out the 
image details. "Wow! It's good but it's not 
HDTV. OK, then what is it?" The only tiling 
I could come up with on short notice was the 
possibility that these guys were using a line
doubler, like one I had recently seen at Info
comm in Philadelphia. After additional exam
ination and admiration of the quality of the 
wide-screen projected image - those scan 
lines really are hard to see - I noticed a stu
dious-looking gentleman sitting off to one 
side, engrossed in an electronics text illunli
nated by a minuscule reading lamp. It seemed 
a good guess that maybe he would be able to 
tell me something about this system. Sure 
enough, he told me they were indeed using a 
line-doubler. Further discussion led to a quick 
appreciation of common technical interests 
and an invi te to go visit the home-theater inte
grator's shop to get into more of the technical 
details of what they were doing- and also to 
get a better overview of the home-theater 
business. 

And what an interesting and eye-opening 
visit it turned out to be! While the politicians, 
business types, and technologists have been 
fighting over standards and spectrum alloca
tions for HDTV, a whole new industry has 
sprung up with hardly any fanfare at all. And 
while everyone is concerned about the cost of 
implementing HDTV, home-theater systems 
costing well over $50,000 are being installed, 
albeit in relatively small numbers. 

My discussions with David Herbig of A VA 
Northwest began witl1 a look through several 
catalogs of home-theater room designs. There 
are now several compmues that specialize in 
doing just the room interiors - no electronics. 
The rooms arc like miniature t11eaters with red 
velvet seats (or other colors if you wish), 
heavy electrically operated drapes in matching 
colors for the screen area, theater-style 
columns with dimmable lighting, and entrance 
foyers with "ticket booths" and custom-made 
neon signs. Popcorn machines and other such 
necessary amenities are also available. The 
cost for a typical room interior is in the 
$25,000 to $35,000 range. If you would like 
the personalized entrance lobby, it's an addi
tional $5,000 to $10,000. The feel of these 
rooms is similar to what I would imagine the 



major film studios and wealthy movie stars 
have always had. I had to admit that the 
ambiance was every bit as nice as that of the 
fanciest movie theaters and provided an envi
ronment where one could truly escape from 
reality, should that be one's objective. Would 
I like to have one? Sure. Could I afford one? 
No! 

Thus, just the "container" for our video sys
tem has so far set us back on the order of 
$60,000. (Remember, we also had to build 
the dedicated room at about one hundred dol
lars per square foot for typical U.S.A. home
construction costs.) So, what should we 
install into tltis plush container to make it 
worth the investment? 

Tltis question led me to anotl1er eye-opener. 
Once the typical semi-wealthy customer has 
become "comfortable" with this level of 
investment, the price of the video and audio 
system can go way beyond what we tluee
hundred-dollar television-set buyers are will
ing to consider. The total for a laser-disk 
player, front-projector, screen, line-doubler, 
plus otl1er necessary video-signal processing 
gear can easily run the package up to and over 
$20,000. And then, "Oh by the way, you did 
want audio too, didn't you?" An "acceptable" 
quality surround-sound system will come in 
just shy of $10,000. And to iliink I just spent 
my last weekend trying to decide between a 
$200 and $400 CD player. 

Obviously, not everyone is able or willing 
to go for tl1e full-package deal. Some folks 
will decide that perhaps an existing family 
room or bonus room can be converted into a 
media room. Otl1ers may opt for a more mod
est decorator package. Nevertheless, the exis
tence of these upper-end products tends to set 
a level of acceptance for a ltigher level of 
spending, particularly if the investment can be 
made as part of the home-construction pack
age and paid for out of the typical thirty-year 
mortgage - wltich never gets paid off anyway. 
Never mind that the electronics will be obso
lete in less than five years. At least they are 
not being irretrievably hard-wired into the 
house. 

So where is all tltis leading us? Well, I 
don ' t think it's particularly good news for 
HDTV. After all these years, line-doubler 
and line-quadntpler technologies are finally 
bringing out the full capabilities of the 
NTSC signal- capabilities of which most of 
us were unaware. The intelligent and real
tin1e processing of that signal can now pro-

vide a picture that, while not quite as good as 
HDTV, looks much better than conventional 
illlerlace-scanned TV. The result, even at this 
stage of technology development, is a very 
nice display for large-screen applications that 

is mostly unaffected by compression or pro
cessing artifacts. Costs for line-doubler and 
line-quadrupler teclmology should drop dra
matically from today 's $3,000 to $15,000 into 
the under-hundred-dollar range once the 

Put your CRT 
on a Diet 

TFT LCD Monitors from CTX 
Thin is definitely in and the 
affordable PanoView 600 
LCD monitor is definitely 
here. At just 1 W' thick, 
this compact, high 
resolution, SVGA flat 
monitor can fit 
anywhere. 

PanoView 600 Features: 
• SVGA 800 x 600 

• 12.1" diagonal viewing 
area (same as 14" CRTs) 

• Direct Analog RGB input 
(no interface card required) 

• 1/10th the size of 
conventional CRTs 

CTX is a world leader Go ahead, put one on 
your desk or hang it 
on the wall - CTX 

Same image as 14" CRTs. in LCD products with a 
complete line of TFT 

LCD color monitors. Call us today 
tollfree -1·888-CTX-OPTO. 

LCD monitors are light, bright and 
just right for a variety of applications. 

[if:t 
CTX Opto, Inc. 

"""vw.crxopto .com 
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display continuum 

demand is there for volume production. Con
ventional front-projection, rear-projection, 
and even larger-screen direct-view television 
sets will benefit from implementation of this 
technology. 

The availability of laser-disk players, which 
already provide programs in wide-screen for
mats, have for all practical purposes resolved 
the controversy over which is the best wide
screen picture fonnat. 

The inuninent introduction of DVD (Digital 
Video Disk) may also influence the accep
tance of one standard or another. But here 
again, it seems that HDTV is not in the best 
position to win out. From what I have been 
able to leam, the image quality of DVD is 
going to be about the same as laser disk, at 
least in the first -generation products. And 
since playing time is always an important con
sideration, the greater amount of information 
that must be stored per frame in the HDTV 
format becomes a significant impediment. 

Did we technologists overshoot when we 
picked the standards fo r HDTV? Did we 
real ly need to select a level of performance 
that was better than 35mm film ? And thereby 
did we make the implementation challenges 
so difficult that the HDTV standard may 
become overwhelmed by more modest but 
easier-to-implement technologies? 

While we are pondering all thjs, the world 
is moving ahead. The home-theater concept is 
becommg a reality. More and more busi
nesses are springing up to serve customers 
with products that are appealing to this spe
cialized but growing market segment. During 
this year's "Street of Dreams" event in Seat
tle, several hundred thousand people were 
exposed to these home-theater demonstra
tions, wrule not one of them had the oppornt
nity to see HDTV. 

Finally, an increasing amount of program 
material is becoming available on laser disk 
and could really proliferate when DVD 

The SS200 DISPLAY ANALYSIS SYSTEM now does 

C tOR: 
Measurement applications: 

• CRTs 
• Flat Panel Displays 
• Projection Displays 

With fu lly automatic 
measurements of: 

• Convergence 

• Luminance 

• Chromaticity 

• Jitter 

• Line Width 
• Geometry 
• MTF 
• Spectral Plots 

I MICROVISION 

Microvision now offers color measurement 
capabilities as an option to the SS200 Display 
Analysis System. This new option incorporates a 
state of the art, thermally regulated eli ffraction 
grating spectro-radiometer. Fast and accurate 
measurements of Luminance and Chromaticity 
can be made automaticaly, in addition to 
Microvis ion's extensive set of standard 
measurements. This system can automaticall y 
and complete ly characterize the image quali ty of 
all types of displays, providing measurement 
capabilities unlike any other system. 

International Reps: 
Japan· ARGO mAP .. 06 339 3366 

I 180 Knowles Or .. Suite 209. Los Gatos. CA 95030 Taiwan · SUPERLINK TECH .. 02 705 7090 
Tel: 1408) 374·3158 Fax:(408) 374-9394 Korea- 8 & P INrL. 02 546 1457 
[BOO) 931 -3188 Email: salesl!llrnicrovsn.com Visit our web site at http:; ; www.microvsn.com 
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becomes available. How will HDTV be able 
to overcome this infrastructure, the installed 
base of existing equipment, and the availabi l
ity of program material? And if so, when? 

If ever there was a "Display Continuum" 
column that could benefit f rom reader 
responses, this one has to be it. The answers 
to the questions I have posed will have a huge 
impact on what we display technologists get 
to work on in the next ten to twenty years. If 
we can understand and interpret the techno
logical, economic, political, and sociological 
forces and how they are exerting their influ
ence, we may be able to arrive at some rea
sonably accurate answers about our future. 
So, here's my offer. If you conununjcate your 
thoughts to me, I will share them with other 
colleagues and then try to integrate them into 
a holistic picture of the futu re. And aU trus I 
wi ll do in this column. What a deal! 

You can reach me by phone at 206/557-
8850 or by fax at 206/557-8983 or you can 
contact me through Jay Morrea le at Palisades 
Institute, 201 Varick Street, Suite 1006, New 
York, NY 10014 . • 
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NOVEMBER 

Fifth Color Imaging 
Conference: Color Science, 
Systems & Applications 

SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 
NOVEMBER 16 - 19, 1 9 9 7 

• An international mul!idjscjplinary forum 
for dialogue on: 
-Creation and capture of Color Images 
-Color Image reoroductjon and 

interchanae 
- Co-sponsored with IS&T 



Edited by JOAN GoRMAN 

General News 

Cooperation agreement between 
USDC and EDIRAK 

The United States Display Consortium 
(USDC), San Jose, California, and the Elec
tronic Display Industrial Research Association 
of Korea (EDIRAK) have signed a Memoran
dum of Understanding (MOU) that will facili
tate cooperation between the two flat-panel
display organizations. The agreement was 
signed on October 8, 1996, in Seoul, Korea, 
during a trade mission sponsored by USDC. 
The MOU calls for the establishment of 
industry standards and a strong manufacturing 
infrastructure to be addressed at semi-yearly 
industry sessions. The agreement also sets up 
working groups to examine cooperative 
research into emissive and non-emissive FPD 
technology. The new MOU is expected to 
encourage formal ized consultation between 
member companies of the two organizations. 

Company News 

CELCO acquires DISCOM's 
deflection-yoke line 

CELCO, Mahwah, New Jersey, a leader in 
state-of-the-art special-purpose CRT deflec
tion-yoke manufacturing, has announced the 
completion of its acquisition of DIS COM, 
Inc. 's CRT deflection-yoke and related-com
ponents line. This acquisition will allow 
CELCO to provide continuing service and · 
products to DISCOM's customers. 

For further information, contact Art Weir
gin, CELCO's yoke-engineering sales man
ager at 201/327-1123, fax 201/327-7047. 

New company provides 
holographic lithography 

Holographic Lithography Systems (HLS), 
Inc., Bedford, Massachusetts, announced the 

fonnation of their company on September II , 
1996. HLS has developed a manufacturing 
tool and process, the HLS System 1000, 
intended for use in the production of field
emission displays (FEDs). The system 
enables FED manufacturers to effectively 
utilize holographic lithography, a teclmology 
capable of producing sub-half-micron emitter 
holes and tips, in a high-throughput produc
tion-enviromnent process featuring large-field 
high-resolution patterning. HLS is currently 
in the process of investigating other appl ica
tions for this new teclmology within the semi
conductor and LCD industries. For further 
information, contact Dan Sullivan at 617/276-
4060, fax 617/276-4074. 

Driver chip design and 
packaging contract to Supertex 

The United States Display Consortium 
(USDC), San Jose, California, has awarded a 
multi program contract to Supcrtcx, Inc., Sun
nyvale, California, for driver-chip des ign and 
packagi11g. Under the tenns of the agreement, 
USDC will provide $1.2 million, matching the 
$1.2 million being provided by Supertex, to 
establish a fast-tum operation for the design, 
prototyping, and fabrica tion of specialty 
driver chips; to reduce the cost and size of 
these chips by fabrication on silicon-on-insu
lator (SOl) substrates; and to advance packag
ing capability from plastic-leaded chip carri
ers to TAB for size reduction. 

LCD backlight technology 
contract to Hughes Power 
Products 

The United States Display Consortium 
(USDC), San Jose, Califomia, has awarded 
Hughes Power Products (HPP), Inc., El 
Segundo, California, a contract to develop 
high-performance backlights . Under the 
terms of the agreement, USDC will provide 
$881,000 as a match to the $950,000 being 
provided by HPP to implement this R&D pro
gram. HPP's approach affords the oppmtunity 
for much greater efficiency in the utilization 
of available light and, from a systems point of 
view, can reduce the number of components 

required to provide the illumination function, 
thereby favorably impacting rmit cost. The 
project includes the development of prototype 
hardware as well as software modeling tools 
to more efficiently optimize the teclmology. 

Philips to replace diodes with 
TFTs 

Philips FPD, Eindhoven, The Netherlands, has 
announced that, over the course of the year, 
the company intends to replace diode teclmol
ogy with TFT technology in its production of 
flat-panel displays based on active-matrix 
LCDs. The transfer to TFT technology will 
be s uppmted by the Hosiden and Phi lips Dis
play Corp. , a new joint venture established in 
October 1996. Philips FPD's sales activities 
in Europe and the U.S. will remain unchanged, 
and Philips Research will continue to support 
the development of AMLCDs. The continuity 
of deliveries to existing customers wi ll be pro
tected as much as possible uy til t: grauual 
changeover to TFT technology. 

Eaton Semiconductor forms 
flat-panel equipment group 

Eaton Semiconductor Equipment Operations, 
Beverly, Massachusetts, announced the for
mation of Eaton Flat Panel Equipment, a 
group dedicated to the development, manu
facture and marketing of products specifically 
designed for the flat-panel manufacturing 
industry. The new group will apply Eaton's 
ion-implantation technology to provide a cost
effective alternative to existing flat-panel 
manufacturing processes. • 
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editorial 

continued from page 2 

Association, as saying, " . . . we will s till have 
separate worlds - a T V world and a computer 
world. " But , he said, " Frankly, I think the 

[newly digital] TV industry will be a bigger 
threat to the computer world than vice versa." 

These items give rise to some metatechno
logical musings : 

1. It is the user's experience that cmmts, 
not the display teclmology. Samsung is 
attempting to create a more intense experience 
fo r game-system users by combini11g an old
hat T V with the kind of sound system now 
common on "multimedia" PCs. The company 

may not have guessed right about there bemg 
a s izable market niche here, but its focus on 
the user 's experience is right on. 

2. As PC and TV teclmologies (in some 
sense) converge, we must remember Sam
sung's "video-game TV" and focus on the 
user. The ideal Internet computer may well 
be an integrated digital vers ion ofWebTVTM 
and not a traditional computer at all. And that 
may be the case even if the WebTVTM lives on 
your desk or in your brie fcase ins tead of i11 the 

living room. 

It Takes A Tencor 

To Profile 
Flat-Panel 

Displa 
When surface quality is criticaL 

For high-precision measurement 

and QA of flat panel displays, 

Tencor• has the profiling instru

ment of choice. 

Whe[her you're moniroring surface 

roughness, smoothness or waviness. 

Etch depths, coating thickness or 

micro fearures ... 

With TV manufacturers intent on imple
menting all 18 or the Grand Alliance formats 
(even though the PC manufacturers will not), 

sufficient resolution fo r e-mail , graphics, and 
applet-based word processing and spreadsheet 
analysis on a relatively sma ll screen - or a 
large one - should be no problem at al l. Put 
that together with the fact that computers have 

become too complex and too expensive (i11 
terms of life-cycle costs) for many users, and 
it is not d ifficu lt to see substantial opportuni
ties for consumer-electronics companies - and 
their display suppliers. Of course, the PC 

fol ks arc not going to s it still. The result is 
likely to be a breakdown of cherished prod
uct-category paradigms. I look forward to an 
exciting period in which iru10vative product 
designers will redefine the very meanil1g of 
"personal computer" and "tel evision set," and 
display makers wi ll have to keep up. 

3 . People, organizations, and govenunents 
do not always act "rationally," at least not as 
engineers and business planners understand 
the word. "French rationalism" - although 
famous, admirable, and of long standing - is 

Whether you manufacture color 

filrcrs, thin film tran sistors~ you name 

it! Tcncor profilers give you repeatable, 

non-destructive measuremenrs down 

to the sub-microinch range. To one 

thousandth of a mil! 

lnsrantly, you get dozens of automat

ically-computed su rf.1ce parameters. 

And intuitive 3-D surface imaging 

software lers you analyze ropograghic 

features in derail. 

Tencor profilers accept sample 

sizes from very small up to 25" by 25" 

and up to 2.5" thick. So the 

possibilities are endless ... 

For full derails, just call: 

Metrology D ivision 

Tencor lnsrrumenrs 

One Technology Drive 

Milpitas, California 95035 

(408) 571-3000. Fax: (408) 571-2700 

hrrp://w\\~v.tencor.com 

TMCOidar~trMII.O.-rtallenc:Df~l 
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dominant only on alternate Timrsdays. The 
rest of the time it competes with, and is often 
vanquished by, French nationalism. (This is 
not necessarily bad. Those of us who love 
France do not love it because the entire popu
lation walks around quoting Descartes.) 

Is there a concise synthesis for my holiday 
potpourri of ads and articles? Perhaps there 
is. First, the user's experience is paramount. 
And the user's experience is what the user 
experiences: not what I think he or she should 
experience. The experience wi ll be deter
mined as much by the user's individual, cul
tural, and political background as by the dis
play techno logy. 

Similarly, the actions o f your business part
ners are determined by culture and po litics, as 
well as by the expected business considera
tions. Ask Soon Hoon Bae, who did not get 
the Christmas present he was expecting. 

- Ken Werner 

16 
NOVEMBER 

Fifth Color Imaging 
Conference: Color Science, 
Systems & Applications 

SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 
NOVEMBER 16-19, 1 9 9 7 

• An jnternatjonal multidisciplinary forum 
for dialogue on: 
- Creation and captu re of Color Images 
- Color Image reproduction and 

interchange 
- Co-sponsored with IS& T. 

SID '97 
Boston, Massachusetts 

Hynes Convention Center 
May 11-16, 1997 



Convention Center and Convention Hotel Map List 
1. Back Bay Hilton 
2. Boston Park Plaza Hotel & Towers 
3. Copley Square Hotel 

CAMBRIDGE 

~TO LEXJN6T ON f- CONCORD 

4. MidTown Hotel 
5. Sheraton Boston Hotel & Towers 
6. John B. Hynes Convention Center 

CHARLESTOWN 

SOUTH BOSTON 

Map of Boston© 1986 by Addison-Wesley Publ ishing Company, reprinted 
with permission. From the book UNCOMMON BOSTON: A Guide 10 Hidden 
Spaces and Special Places© 1990 by Addison-Wesley Publishing Company 
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Very 
Serious 
Price. 

THE NEW 3000 SERIES 
PATTERN GENERATORS: 
FROM VIDEO INSTRUMENTS 

• MODEL 3100 ... 
FRONT PANEL CONTROL 
ONLY $2950. 

• MODEL 3200 ... 
RS-232 REMOTE CONTROL
ONLY $3950. 

CALL US- WE'LL FAX YOU 
THE SPECS TODAY. 

Circle no. 26 

Applied Science Laboratories 
175 Middlesex Tpk, Bedford, MA 01730 

tel: 617·275·4000 fax: 617·275·3388 

ASL@A- S-L.com 

Circle no. 27 

GET A COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE 
IN THE VIEWING ANGLE CHALLENGE ! 

Through swift and simple control and measurement of LCD's 
and their components with the Ergonomics Measurement 
Systems (EMS): 

• Save time - The whole optical characterization of a display is 
reduced to less than 1 minute, as quick as measuring a 
voltage. 

• Reduce the technology learning curve (in R&D 
and Manufacturing) - Fast measurements al low you : in 
development to try modifications and directly see their effects -
on-line to better master your process. 

• Improve LCD's selection - Selection can be made on 
unbiased criteria and results can be easily expressed for 
datasheets, bids ... 

EZCom Software 

I Eile _Edit 

.Qraw I s o-Az imuth Rep resenta tions 

. Rectangular Coordinates 

135 (..; Eolar Coo rdinates 
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51.5 

45.5 
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33 .6 

2? .6 
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15.? 

9.85 

lso·luminance map by EZContrast system 

Your system can be tailored to your exact needs from· the 
EZContrast core system by selecting the required options in the 
EMS Product range. 

The EZContrast system is a fast, precise and open system for 
Luminance & Contras t versus Viewing Angle Measurement on 
LCD's, backlightings, films (compensation, grating, polarizer) ... 
The EZContrast system provides data acquisition and processing -
displays luminance and contrast in ways such as: gray scale 
images, iso-curves and iso-azimuth cross sections - permits simple 
interface with existing systems for remote control and results down
loading. 

Colorimetric measurement is one of the currently available 
options. 

For complete details and 
product list 
phone (33) 31 94 76 00 
or fax (33) 31 47 37 77 today 

4,rue Alfred Kastler-14000 Caen- France 
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Acer Peripherals 
Ad-Vance Magnetics, Inc. 
Advance Reproductions Corp. 
All iedSignal, Inc./ 

MicroOptic Devices 
Arconium 

Brewer Science, Inc. 
Brimar Ltd. 

Canon, Inc. 
Capetronic Computer USA (HK), 

Inc. 
Celco 
Cherry Electrical Products 
Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd. 
Clinton Electronics Corp. 
Coming Inc. 
Corning Japan K.K. 
Dale Electronics, Inc. 
David Sarnoff Research Center 
Diagnostic/Retrieval Systems, Inc. 
Display Inspection Systems 
Display Laboratories 
DNP Denmark 
dpiX, A Xerox Company 

Electronic Designs, Inc. 
Electro-Plasma, Inc. 
Endicott Research Group, lnc. 
Epson America 

FED Corp. 
F-P Electronics 
Flat Panel Display Co. (FPD) B.V. 
Futaba Corp. 

Gerome Manufacturing 
GE Plastics Japan Ltd. 
Graseby Optronics 
Grimes Aerospace Company 

Hewlett-Packard Co. 
Hitachi, Ltd. 
F. Hoffmarm-La Roche 
Honeywell, Inc. 
Hoya Corporation USA 
Hughes Lexington 

IBM Corp. 
Imaging & Sensing Technology 
lncom, Inc. 
Industrial Electronic Engineers, Inc. 
Industrial Technology Research 

Institute 
In Focus Systems, Lnc. 
Infodex, lnc. 
l.tmotec Group, Inc. 
Interface Products, lnc. 
lnterserv Corp. 
Interstate Electron.ics Corp. 
!SE Electrotlics Corp. 

Kent Display Systems 

Libbcy-Owens-Ford Co. 
Linfinity Microelectronics 
Litton Systems Canada Ltd. (2) 
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Lora! Librascope 

Man & Machine, Inc. 
Micron Display Teclmology, lnc. 
Micronic Laser Systems AB 
Microvision Corp. 
Min olta Corp. 
Minolta Hong Kong Ltd. 
Mitsubishi Electronics America 
Motif, Inc. 
MRS Tcclmology, Inc. 

NEC Corp., Japan 
Nippon Seiki Co., Ltd. 
Norden Systems Westinghouse 

OIS Optical Imaging Systems, lnc. 
OKI Electric Industry Co., Ltd. 
Optical Coating Lab., Inc. 

Photonics Systems, Inc. 
Photo Research 
Photronics, Inc. 
Pilkington Micronics Ltd. 
Planar Systems, Inc. 
Plasmaco, Inc. 
Polytronix, Inc. 
Progressive Systems Teclmology, 

Inc. 

Q.C. Optics, Inc. 
Quantum Data Inc. 

Raytheon Company 
Regisbrook Group, Ltd. 
Rock"Welllntemational 
ROLIC Liquid Crystals R&D Co. 

Schott Corp. 
Semiconductor Systems, Inc. 
Sharp Corp. - Japan 
SI Diamond Technology 
Sony Corp. of America 
Sony Corp./Corporate Research 

Labs 
Standish Industries, Inc. 
Stanford Resources, lnc. 
Steag MicroTech, Inc. 
Supertex, lnc. 
Syntronic Instruments, Inc. 

Tamarack Scientific Co., Inc. 
TEAM Systems 
Techneglas, lnc. 
Teledyne Electronic Technologies 
Terapixel, Inc. 
Thomas Electronics, lnc. 
Thomson Components and Tubes 

Corp. 
Toshiba America 

UL VAC Technologies, lnc. 

Viratec Thin Films Inc. 

Waude, Inc. 
WinTron 

XMR Inc. 

All American ......................................... 8 
Applied Science Laboratories ........... ..43 
Asia Displays ...................................... 21 
CTX Opto ............................................ 37 
Diamond Tech One ............................. 33 
Eaton Corp . ........................................... $ 

ELDIM s.a .............. ......... ..... ............ ... 43 
Fuji poly America ................................ 21 
Fujitsu .... ....... ....... .............. .. ............ ... C2 
Gamma Scientific ... ......... ............ ....... . 17 
Graseby Optronics .. ............................. 27 
H. L. Funk Consuhing ......................... l7 
Ion Systems ........................................... 6 
lntevac ................................................... 7 

LCD Lighting ...................................... 33 
Linfinity Microelectronics ................. C4 

Business and Editorial Offices 
Palisades Institute for Research 

Services, Inc. 
201 Varick Street, Suite 1006 
New York, NY 10014 
Jay Morreale, Managing Editor 
212/620-3371 Fax: 212/620-3379 

Man & Machine .................................... 3 
Microvision ......................................... 38 
Palomar Products ............................... I 7 
Photo Research ............. .............. ........ C3 
PixTech ........................................... .... 36 
Polycold Systems. ............. . ... .. .... 27 
Quantum Data .......... . ......... 21 
Samsung Semiconductor ...... 22,23 
Society for Information ...................... 32 
SNR Semiconductor. ................ .. ......... 44 
Tamarack Scientific ........ .................... 20 
TEAM Systems .............................. l3,26 
Tcncor Instruments ............................. 40 
Thomas Electronics ............................... 9 
Video Instruments ............................... 43 

Sales Office 
Palisades Institute for Research 

Services, Inc. 
201 Varick Street, Suite 1006 
New York, NY 10014 
Erika Targum, Direclor of Sales 
212/620-3375 Fax: 212/620-3379 
Catherine Terry 
212/620-3380 Fax: 212/620-3379 

MIXED-SIGNAL DESIGN SPECIALISTS 

Licensing and Custom ASIC Design in 
CMOS/BiCMOS/Bipolar 

SNR specializes in designing high performance and 
low cost mixed-signal products. Our design team has 
extensive experience designing products for the flat 
panel industry. We offer a variety of services including 
specification development, architecture des ign, 
transistor-level circuit design, mask layout, and test 
development. Our portfolio of successful designs 
includes: 

• AM/PM LCD Column Drivers 
• FED Column Drivers 
+ Multimedia CODECs 
• Video Speed DACs/ADCs 
• Switched-Capacitor Circuits 

7035 Bee Caves Rd., Suite 202 
Austin, TX 78746 

• AMLCD Reference Buffers 

• Custom Panel AS!Cs 
• Phase-Locked Loops 
• Modem Front Ends 
• Analog/Digital Cell Libraries 

Tel: (512) 329-8446 
Email: info@snr.com 
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For more than 50 years Photo Research Inc. has provided solutions to 
measurement needs in all sectors of the information display industry. We are 
acknowledged experts for NIST traceable measurements of CRT's, LCD's, FPD's, 
LED and Night Vision displays. 

If lack of versatility and low light sensitivity for luminance measurements is the 
problem, the PR-880 fully automated photometer is the solution. Using through-the-lens 
Pritchard optics, the PR-880 makes accurate, automatic measurements of displays 
- just push a button! 

If color is the question, the PR-650 SpectraColorimeter is the answer. The only true 
hand-held spectroradiometer in the world, the PR-650 measures displays spectrally, 
guaranteeing precise color results regardless of the spectral signature of the source. 

Combining state-of-the-art CCD technology and Photo Research's proven 
measurement expertise, the PR-900 Video Photometer is the industry standard for test
ing for compliance to the ISO's demanding ergonomic requirements. The PR-900 is the 
instrument of choice whenever accurate photometric and spatial measurements of dis
plays are a must. 

Call us today for a free full color CIE chromaticity diagram! 
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"The Industry 
Standard for Display 

Measurements!' 

PHOTO RESEARCH.INC. 
9330 DeSoto Avenue 
Chatsworth, CA 91311-4926 USA 
Telephone: 818/341-5151 • Fax: 818/341-7070 
http://www.pbotoresearcb.com 




